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GLOSSARY 
3D - three dimensional. 
A/D - analog-to-digital; converting an analog signal into a series of digital values by 
sampling the signal at discrete, usually equally spaced, points in time. 
AE - acoustic emission; the class of phenomena whereby transient elastic waves are 
generated by the rapid release of energy from a localized source or sources within a 
material, or the transient elastic waves so generated; a sound wave or a stress wave that 
travels through a material as the result of some sudden release of strain energy. 
ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials 
CNC - computer numerical control; machine tools that use servomotors, rather than manual 
controls, and numerical control programs, run by a computerized machine controller, to 
precisely position and move cutting tools during machining operations. 
dB - decibel; a unit of measure; 20 times the common logarithm of the ratio of two electrical 
voltages, for example, the ratio of the output and input voltages of an electronic circuit. 
DC - direct current; an electrical signal (voltage or current) that does not vary over time. 
FFT - fast Fourier transform; algorithm for transforming time-domain signal samples into the 
frequency components that make up the signal. 
Hz - hertz; one cycle per second; a unit measure of the frequency of a periodic phenomenon 
or signal. 
IF - intermediate frequency; frequency to which a, usually, higher frequency signal is 
converted for easier signal processing. 
LED - light emitting diode; solid state device that emits light when electrical current passes 
through the device. 
X 
MDU - motion detector unit; general purpose microwave radar sensor used for detecting 
object motion. 
MEMS - micromechanical systems; integrated micro devices or systems, fabricated using 
integrated circuit batch processing techniques, which incorporate both electrical and 
mechanical components. 
NC - numerical control; machine tools that use servomotors, rather than manual controls, 
and numerical control codes, entered into a machine controller, to precisely position and 
move cutting tools during machining operations 
PTrFE - polyvinylidene triflouroethylene; a piezoelectric polymer used in acoustic emission 
sensors. 
PVDF - polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF); a piezoelectric polymer used in acoustic emission 
sensors. 
PZT - lead zirconate titanate; a piezoceramic material used in acoustic emission sensors. 
RC - resistor-capacitor; electrical circuit composed of a resistor and capacitor. 
SAW - surface acoustic wave; high-frequency acoustic wave that travels along or near the 
surface of a piezoelectric material. 
SF - surface finish; surface texture or roughness of a machined workpiece, due to scoring or 
scribing by a tool during machining operations. 
S TFT - short time Fourier transform; algorithm that uses a sliding window, with respect to 
time, to find the frequency content of a non-stationary signal (a signal with time-varying 
frequency content). 
X-band - radar signals with wavelengths from 2.4 to 3.8 cm (0.8 to 1.25 GHz) 
ZnO - zinc oxide; a piezoelectric material used in thin film acoustic emission sensors. 
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ABSTRACT 
Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, manufacturers worldwide have used 
automation to improve productivity, gain market share, and meet growing or changing 
consumer demand for manufactured products. To stimulate further industrial productivity, 
manufacturers need more advanced automation technologies: "smart" part handling systems, 
automated assembly machines, CNC machine tools, and industrial robots that use new sensor 
technologies, advanced control systems, and intelligent decision-making algorithms to "see," 
"hear," "feel," and "think" at the levels needed to handle complex manufacturing tasks 
without human intervention. 
The investigator's dissertation offers three methods that could help make "smart" CNC 
machine tools and industrial robots possible: 
1. A method for detecting acoustic emission using a microwave Doppler radar detector, 
2. A method for detecting tool wear on a CNC lathe using a Doppler radar detector, and 
3. An online non-contact method for detecting industrial robot position errors using a 
microwave Doppler radar motion detector. 
The dissertation studies indicate that microwave Doppler radar could be quite useful in 
automated manufacturing applications. In particular, the methods developed may help solve 
two difficult problems that hinder further progress in automating manufacturing processes: 
1. Automating metal-cutting operations on CNC machine tools by providing a reliable 
non-contact method for detecting tool wear, and 
2. Fully automating robotic manufacturing tasks by providing a reliable low-cost non-
contact method for detecting on-line position errors. 
In addition, the studies offer a general non-contact method for detecting acoustic emission 
that may be useful in many other manufacturing and non-manufacturing areas, as well (e.g., 
Xlll 
monitoring and nondestructively testing structures, materials, manufacturing processes, and 
devices). 
By advancing the state of the art in manufacturing automation, the studies may help 
stimulate future growth in industrial productivity, which also promises to fuel economic 
growth and promote economic stability. The study also benefits the Department of Industrial 
Technology at Iowa State University and the field of Industrial Technology by contributing 
to the ongoing "smart" machine research program within the Department of Industrial 
Technology and by stimulating research into new sensor technologies within the University 
and within the field of Industrial Technology. 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
Historical Background 
Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, manufacturers worldwide have used 
automation to improve productivity, gain market share, and meet growing or changing 
consumer demand for manufactured products (Fraser, 1994). 
During the late 18th century, English inventors and manufacturers developed machines to 
automate the cotton textile industry. John Wyatt (1738), James Hargreaves (1765), Sir 
Richard Arkwright (1769), and Samuel Crompton (1779) developed spinning machines to 
replace human-powered spinning wheels for making thread and yarn. John Kay (1733), 
Edmund Cartwright (1785), and John Horrocks (1803) made weaving machines to replace 
handlooms for making cloth (Fraser, 1994; Lampard, 2000). 
Early textile factories used horses or water wheels to drive the new spinning and weaving 
machines. However, growing factories needed more power than horses or water wheels could 
provide. Thomas Savery (1698), Thomas Newcomen (1712), and James Watt (1769) 
developed coal-fired steam engines, which made steam-driven machinery and modern 
factories possible after the 1780s (Fraser, 1994; Lampard, 2000). 
Mechanization spawned technological achievements in other areas, as well. Watt needed 
more precise metalworking machine tools to develop improved steam engines. As a result, 
John Wilkinson (1775) invented a precision metal-boring machine. Between 1800 and 1825 
other English inventors developed planers to smooth the surfaces of a steam engine's metal 
parts, and by 1830, inventors had developed most of the basic machine tools needed for 
modern industry. Other industries, such as mining, iron making, steel making, chemical 
production, and transportation also developed rapidly (Fraser, 1994; Lampard, 2000). 
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England's steam-powered machine tools vastly multiplied the productive capability of 
workers. As a result, British industrial production increased by 500% from 1800 to 1900, and 
England captured the growing world market for manufactured goods (Hobsbawm, 1999). 
Until well after 1850, England dominated the international economy (Fraser, 1994). 
During the late 1800s, industrialization spread to other European countries (Belgium, 
France, Russia, and Germany), as well as the United States (Fraser, 1994; Lampard, 2000). 
In the U.S., industrialization led to modern mass production methods. Samuel Slater 
(1790) copied Arkwright's machine designs to start the New England textile industry. In 
1793, Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin, to supply the cotton needed by the growing U.S. 
textile industry. Whitney later (1798) built a firearms factory, where he developed early 
mass-production methods. To meet required production levels, Whitney's workmen 
assembled independently machined standardized interchangeable parts into finished muskets. 
Cyrus McCormick (1831) and Isaac Singer (1851) developed factories for building reapers 
and sewing machines that relied upon Whitney's methods. Later, Henry Ford (1903) 
expanded upon Whitney's ideas to develop what are now considered modern mass 
production methods. By producing and selling a single standardized car model, using 
standardized interchangeable parts and automated assembly lines, Ford was able to cut 
production costs and capture the growing automobile market (Fraser, 1994; Lampard, 2000). 
The American Industrial Revolution, fueled by automated mass production methods, 
made the U.S. the world's leading manufacturer. From 1850 to roughly 1930, the U.S. 
percentage of world trade in manufactured goods rose from under 10% to roughly 45% of the 
world's total (Hobsbawm, 1999). 
In the 1900s, industrialization spread to other European countries, Japan, Russia, China, 
and other parts of the world (Fraser, 1994). After World War II, Japan and Germany replaced 
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devastated mass production systems with more flexible manufacturing systems, using new 
programmable automation devices: numerically controlled (NC) machine tools (invented in 
1952 by the U.S. Air Force) and industrial robots (introduced in 1961). With new, flexible 
manufacturing systems and methods, both Japan and Germany were able to respond rapidly 
to post-war changes in consumer demand for more technically innovative products and more 
product variety. As a result, between 1950 and 1990, both Japan and Germany experienced 
growing trade in manufactured goods, while both the U.S. and England experienced 
declining trade in manufactured goods. In fact, around 1965, Germany overtook the U.S. in 
percent of total manufactured goods. During the same period, Japan established an 
automobile production capability and later took the lead, from the U.S., in worldwide 
automobile sales (Hobsbawm, 1999). 
Other manufacturers that have been able to successfully adopt Japanese and German 
flexible manufacturing methods have also experienced large gains in manufacturing 
productivity, while, during the same time period, overall industrial productivity growth has 
begun to slow (Asfahl, 1992). Experts believe that several factors are causing reduced 
productivity, one of which is that the potential of existing programmable automation methods 
has been substantially tapped. Simple, repetitive tasks, such as welding, spray painting, and 
material movement have been successfully automated, and most large automobile producers 
have automated such tasks, to a great extent (Kopacek, 1999). On the other hand, other 
industries and small-to-medium sized companies have not been able to automate more-
complex manufacturing tasks successfully. 
As a result, one way to stimulate further industrial productivity is to develop more 
advanced automation technologies, which can handle more complex manufacturing tasks. To 
automate more complex manufacturing tasks, machines with higher levels of intelligence are 
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needed. Higher level machine intelligence, in turn, depends upon more advanced sensor 
technologies (Akeel & Holland, 2000; Bolmsjo, Olsson, & Cederberg, 2002; Kopacek, 
1999). 
Key components in current automated manufacturing systems include: mechanized parts 
handling systems, automated assembly machines, CNC (computer numerical control) 
machine tools (e.g., lathes, mills, and break bending tools), and industrial robots (Asfahl, 
1992; Groover, 1987). Key sensors used in current automated manufacturing systems 
include: switches (manual and limit), proximity sensors, photoelectric sensors, infrared 
sensors, fiber optics, and lasers (Asfahl, 1992). 
To go beyond the current state of the art in manufacturing automation, then, requires 
"smart" part handling systems, automated assembly machines, CNC machine tools, and 
industrial robots that use new sensor technologies, advanced control systems, and intelligent 
decision-making algorithms to "see," "hear," "feel," and "think" at the levels needed to 
handle complex manufacturing tasks without human intervention. Active research efforts 
worldwide focus on developing the "smart" machines needed. 
Study Background 
Over the past eight years, Dr. Joseph C. Chen (Professor, Department of Industrial 
Education and Technology) has been leading a research effort at Iowa State University 
focused on developing "smart" CNC machines that can detect tool wear, tool breakage, and 
surface roughness in CNC machining operations (Chen & Black, 1996; Chen & Chen, 1999; 
Chen & Savage, 2001). 
Although promising, sensor limitations have kept Dr. Chen's prior work from being 
accepted for use by industrial machine tool manufacturers. In particular, wired sensors, such 
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as accelerometers and dynamometers, lead to difficulty routing the required wiring harness, 
cutting tool stroke limitations due to the wiring harness, and degraded appearance. As a 
result, Dr. Chen has, more recently, been conducting research to find wireless sensors that 
could be used for the proposed smart CNC machines. 
In July 2002, the investigator was asked to join a research team, led by Dr. Joseph Chen, 
which was evaluating a recently patented non-contact torque sensor (composed of a 
microwave Doppler radar detector and a metal string) for detecting tool wear on a CNC lathe. 
International patent application (WO 01/73389 Al) describes the non-contact torque sensor 
(Tyren, 2001). 
Tyren and a partner supplied a hand-made radar detector and filter for evaluating his 
sensor. However, the hand-made radar detector did not work. As a result, Tyren 
recommended using a commercial Doppler radar detector from Microwave Solutions Ltd., 
and a band-pass filter tuned to the oscillation frequency of the string, to replace his hand­
made radar detector and filter. The investigator designed a sensor composed of the 
recommended commercial Doppler radar detector and a band-pass filter. However, the team 
eventually decided that the sensor, as designed, did not operate well for the given application. 
As a result, the project was terminated. 
After the CNC tool wear detection project was terminated, Dr. Chen considered using 
Tyren's sensor for detecting robot position errors. The investigator believed that, since a 
Doppler radar detector alone can sense object motion, the Doppler radar detector alone might 
be useful for detecting robot position errors, as well as for other automated manufacturing 
applications. In particular, the investigator proposed a research hypothesis stating that a 
Doppler radar detector alone can be used to detect on-line industrial robot position errors. 
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As a result, Dr. Chen and the investigator sought funding, under an Iowa State University 
College of Education Future Faculty Fellowship, for a new study focused on using Doppler 
radar in manufacturing applications. Specifically, they intended to develop a non-contact 
method for detecting on-line industrial robot position errors. Further, they hoped the study 
might lead, in the future, to an on-line method for re-calibrating an industrial robot, when 
needed. 
As part of the fellowship work, Dr. Chen asked the investigator to determine if Tyren's 
sensor, composed of a Doppler radar detector and a band-pass filter tuned to the oscillation 
frequency of a metal string, could be used to measure torque changes in the joints of an 
industrial robot (for detecting on-line industrial robot position errors). The investigator also 
proposed to study using a microwave Doppler radar detector alone for detecting industrial 
robot position errors. Thus, the fellowship intended to test and compare two potential sensors 
for detecting industrial robot position errors: (1) a microwave Doppler radar detector used to 
directly sense robot motion as a means for detecting position errors, and (2) Tyren's sensor, 
composed of a microwave Doppler radar detector and a vibrating metal string element placed 
in the joints of an industrial robot, for measuring torque changes in the joints of a robot as a 
means for detecting position errors. 
The investigator completed a study to determine feasibility of the two proposed methods. 
Study results indicate that the investigator's proposed solution holds promise as a method for 
detecting industrial robot position errors. On the other hand, study results show that Tyren's 
sensor does not work well for detecting torque changes in the joints of a robot. In particular, 
metal strings placed in the joints of an industrial robot tended to limit robot motion. In 
addition, the microwave Doppler radar detector did not detect a measurable vibration from a 
metal string placed in a joint of a moving industrial robot. 
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While evaluating sensors for detecting robot position errors, the investigator discovered 
that a commercial microwave Doppler radar detector and a high-frequency band-pass filter 
can sense metal-to-metal contact events. Thus, the investigator proposed a second research 
hypothesis stating that a Doppler radar detector can sense not only object motion, but also 
acoustic emission caused by metal-to-metal contact events. 
As a result, the investigator also proposed a third research hypothesis stating that a 
Doppler radar detector alone can be used to detect tool wear on a CNC lathe. Dr. Chen, the 
investigator, and Samson Lee (another graduate student who was also involved in the original 
non-contact torque sensor evaluation project) designed and completed a study to verify the 
third research hypothesis. 
Problem Statement 
To date, commercially viable automated non-contact methods for detecting tool wear on 
a CNC lathe or detecting industrial robot position errors have not been found. 
Research Hypotheses 
The investigator's dissertation considers three research hypotheses: 
1. A microwave Doppler radar detector can be used to detect acoustic emission caused 
by metal-to-metal contact. 
2. A microwave Doppler radar detector can be used to detect tool wear on a CNC lathe. 
3. A microwave Doppler radar detector can be used to detect on-line industrial robot 
position errors. 
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Significance 
The study will help solve two difficult problems that hinder further progress in 
automating manufacturing processes. 
First, to fully automate metal-cutting operations on CNC machine tools, a reliable method 
is needed for detecting tool wear. Without human operators, CNC machines must be able to 
detect and replace worn tools on their own. Delayed tool replacement can lead to finishing 
damage or dimensional inaccuracies on machined components. On the other hand, overly 
frequent tool replacement or direct measurement of tool wear can interrupt, interfere with, 
and slow down production processes (Barton & Reuben, 1996; Young, 1996). Many prior 
methods have been suggested. However, none of the prior methods have been successful 
enough to be usable in industry. 
Second, to fully automate robotic manufacturing tasks, a reliable low-cost method is 
needed for detecting on-line position errors. Typically, manufacturers periodically re­
calibrate all of their robots during breaks between shifts or on weekends. However, 
calibrating all of their robots off-line can cost a lot of money, in terms of worker time. In 
addition, calibrating robots only periodically, can lead to manufacturing scrap, rework, or 
undetected product faults, if robots fall out of calibration during normal operations. Product 
faults may be detected during on-line inspection or final inspection. However, detecting 
product faults after they have been created is costly. To reduce calibration time, scrap, 
rework, and undetected faults (and therefore production costs), manufacturers need on-line 
methods for detecting robot position errors during operation. With on-line methods for 
detecting position errors, manufacturers can stop production lines and recalibrate robots only 
when needed. In addition, in the future, position information could be used to re-calibrate 
robots continuously while on-line. 
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By advancing the state of the art in manufacturing automation, the study will help 
stimulate future growth in industrial productivity, which also promises to fuel economic 
growth and promote economic stability. The study will also benefit the Department of 
Industrial Technology at Iowa State University and the field of Industrial Technology by 
contributing to the ongoing "smart" machine research program within the Department of 
Industrial Technology and by stimulating research into new sensor technologies within the 
University and within the field of Industrial Technology. 
In addition, the study offers a method for detecting acoustic emission caused by metal-to-
metal contact. The study demonstrates that the method can be used for detecting tool wear on 
a CNC lathe. The proposed method may be used in many other manufacturing and non-
manufacturing areas, as well (e.g., monitoring and nondestructively testing structures, 
materials, manufacturing processes, and devices). 
Dissertation Organization 
The following dissertation follows the Iowa State University three-paper dissertation 
format. Each chapter contains ajournai paper manuscript which independently addresses one 
of the investigator's three research hypotheses. 
Paper 1 (Chapter 2) shows that a microwave Doppler radar detector can be used to detect 
not only object motion, but also acoustic emission caused by metal-to-metal contact. The 
investigator believes that the finding has not been reported or applied in prior research. To 
complete the study, the investigator proposed the research hypothesis, designed and 
conducted the experiments, analyzed the data, and wrote the manuscript. Dr. Roger A. Smith 
supervised and directed the research study. 
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Paper 2 (Chapter 3) shows that a microwave Doppler radar detector can be used to detect 
tool wear on a CNC lathe. To complete the study, the investigator proposed the research 
hypothesis, designed and built an electronic filter, integrated the filter with the microwave 
Doppler radar detector, created a protective box for the electronic components, installed the 
sensor in the CNC lathe, integrated the sensor with the data collection system, analyzed the 
collected data, and wrote the manuscript. Samson Lee chose the lathe cutting factors and 
levels, chose the cutting tool, and developed the randomized factorial experiment design. 
Samson Lee and the investigator tested the experimental setup and ran the experiment 
together; Samson Lee ran the CNC lathe, and the investigator ran the data collection system. 
Dr. Joseph Chen supervised and directed the research study. 
Paper 3 (Chapter 4) shows that a microwave Doppler radar detector can be used to detect 
on-line industrial robot position errors. To complete the study, the investigator proposed the 
research hypothesis, designed and conducted the experiments, analyzed the data, and wrote 
the manuscript. Dr. Roger A. Smith supervised and directed the research study. 
Chapter 5 offers general conclusions and recommendations for further study. 
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CHAPTER 2. A METHOD FOR DETECTING ACOUSTIC 
EMISSION USING A MICROWAVE DOPPLER RADAR 
DETECTOR 
Submitted for publication in 
January 22, 2004 
Gregory C. Smith 
Abstract 
Over the past 100 years, investigators have developed many acoustic emission (AE) 
instruments and systems for both monitoring and nondestructively testing structures, 
materials, manufacturing processes, and devices. Modern AE detection methods use either 
contact piezoelectric, piezoceramic, or capacitive sensors or non-contact laser interferometry 
systems to measure small-scale high-frequency surface vibrations caused by acoustic waves 
traveling through the test specimen. Contact sensors may be difficult to install on the test 
specimen, may physically interfere with normal system operation, often have limited 
sensitivity within the spectrum of interest, and require calibration. In addition, their response 
depends upon contact quality between sensor and test specimen. Sensors based upon laser 
interferometry may also be difficult to install (since they require a small distance between 
sensor probe and test specimen), may physically interfere with normal system operation, may 
suffer from optical contaminants, and tend to be expensive. 
As a result, the investigator developed a method for detecting AE using a microwave 
Doppler radar detector. The method shows high sensitivity to AE in a test specimen at ranges 
up to 1.5 feet. In addition, the new sensor is inexpensive, easy to mount, and does not 
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interfere with normal system operation. In future studies, the investigator intends to improve 
upon the new AE detection method and to test specific applications of the method. 
Keywords: acoustic emission, microwave radar, non-contact sensor 
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Introduction 
Acoustic Emission 
ASTM E 610-89a (1990) defines acoustic emission (AE) as "the class of phenomena 
whereby transient elastic waves are generated by the rapid release of energy from a localized 
source or sources within a material, or the transient elastic waves so generated" (p. 269). Li 
(2002) states that, "Clearly, an AE is a sound wave or, more properly, a stress wave that 
travels through a material as the result of some sudden release of strain energy" (p. 157). 
Investigators have developed many acoustic emission (AE) instruments and systems for 
both monitoring and nondestructively testing structures, materials, manufacturing processes, 
and devices. AE has been used for nondestructively testing refineries, pipe-lines, power 
generators (nuclear or other), aircraft, offshore oil platforms, paper mills, and structures 
(bridges, cranes, etc.). AE sensors have also been used for quality control in manufacturing 
operations and in research applications, involving composite structures such as fiberglass, 
reinforced plastics, and advanced aerospace materials (Li, 2002). 
AE is also generally rated one of the most effective indirect methods for monitoring tool 
condition in machining operations. The major advantages of using AE to monitor tool 
condition are that (1) the frequency range of the AE signal is much higher than that of the 
machine vibrations and environmental noises, and (2) AE measurements do not interrupt 
cutting operations (Li, 2002). 
As shown in Figure 1, possible sources of AE during metal-cutting processes include: 
1. Plastic deformation in the workpiece during the cutting process; 
2. Plastic deformation in the chip; 
3. Frictional contact between the tool flank face and the workpiece, resulting in flank 
wear; 
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4. Frictional contact between the tool rake face and the chip, resulting in crater wear; 
5. Collisions between chip and tool; 
6. Chip breakage; 
7. Tool fracture. 
Based upon analysis of AE signal sources during machining, AE consists of both 
continuous and transient signals, which have distinctly different characteristics. Continuous 
signals are associated with shearing in the primary zone and wear on the tool rake and flank 
faces. Burst or transient signals result from either tool fracture or chip breakage. Friction 
between workpiece and tool and tool fracture are regarded as the most important sources of 
continuous and transient AE signals in turning operations (Li, 2002). 
Rake face 
Chip 
Tool 
Flank face 
Original surface 
Machined surface 
Workpiece 
Figure 1 : Possible sources of acoustic emission in metal-cutting processes 
(Reprinted from: Li, X. (2002), A brief review: acoustic emission method for tool wear 
monitoring during turning, International Journal of Machine Tools and Manufacture, 42, 
157-165, © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd., with permission from Elsevier) 
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Early AE Sensors 
In 1996, Brouillard provided a comprehensive history of early acoustic emission 
research. Relevant highlights from his article follow. 
In the early 1900s, metalworkers often reported audible sounds (clicking, chatter, 
squeaks, grinding, hissing, and snapping) emitted by metals, particularly tin and zinc, during 
twinning and martensitic transformation. Soon thereafter, several investigators conducted 
instrumented experiments to study the phenomenon (Brouillard, 1996). 
From 1925 - 1929, Klassen-Neklyudova (National Physical-Technical Rontgen Institute 
in Leningrad, Russia) began a systematic investigation into the very regular cracking noises 
emitted during plastic deformation of metals. She used an optical method to measure 
stepwise, jerky movements of a metal specimen during plastic deformation and then 
correlated the measurements with the cracking noises (Brouillard, 1996). 
On November 21, 1933, at a meeting of the Earthquake Research Institute in Tokyo, 
Professor Fuyuhiko Kishinouye presented the first report on a scientifically planned acoustic 
emission experiment. Kishinouye studied AE characteristics in wood to understand and 
develop methods for studying fracture of the earth's crust, which leads to earthquakes. He 
used a phonograph pick-up with a steel needle to measure stress waves in a wooden board 
which he bent to fracture. He reported that when the board cracked, an electric current was 
generated in the coil of the pick-up, which he then amplified and used to drive a 
seismograph. Kishinouye reported that the instrument recorded both audible and inaudible 
vibrations during both the bending process and final fracture (Brouillard, 1996). 
From 1936-1940, Forster and Scheil (Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut fur Metallforschung, 
Stuttgart, Germany) conducted several AE experiments. They developed an electrodynamic 
transmitter/receiver system to transform mechanical vibrations and acoustic emissions into 
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electrical voltages which could be amplified and recorded. They used the device to measure 
extremely small voltage changes due to resistance variations produced by sudden, jerky 
strain movements caused by martensitic transformations in wire-shaped nickel-steel test 
specimens (Brouillard, 1996). 
In 1948, Mason, McSkimin, and Schockley (Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, 
New Jersey) reported using a quartz crystal transducer, pressed directly against a tin 
specimen, to measure acoustic emission. They applied enough stress to deform the specimen 
and cause twinning dislocations, which, in turn, produced acoustic emission. The quartz 
crystal they used had a uniform sensitivity from a few kilohertz to 5 MHz (Brouillard, 1996). 
In the early 1960s, a special projects team of structural test engineers, led by Allen T. 
Green (Aerojet-General Corporation, Sacramento, California), used AE measurements to 
verify the structural integrity of glass-filament-wound Polaris solid rocket motor cases 
fabricated for the U.S. Navy. They noticed that hydrostatic proof-pressure tests caused 
audible sounds in the test specimen. The team used microphones, a magnetic tape recorder, 
and sound-level analysis equipment to detect, record, and then post-test analyze the acoustic 
signals. Later, they used accelerometers and charge amplifiers to improve their detection 
capability. In 1965, the team used the method to locate crack initiation and propagation prior 
to catastrophic failure, at about 56 percent proof pressure, in a steel solid rocket motor case. 
Their multi-channel analog computer-based system was used to build the first commercial, 
real-time structural testing system (Brouillard, 1996). 
In 1963, Harold Bunegan (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, 
California) began a lifelong career in AE, after hearing a paper presentation at the Third 
Symposium on Physics and Non-Bestructive Testing. With co-workers, Bunegan developed 
practical AE procedures to predict failure in pressure vessels during proof testing, without 
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taking the vessels to failure. He also developed the S140 transducer, which became the 
workhorse of the AE industry for over 25 years. Dunegan contributed significantly to AE 
study by developing more effective instrumentation, which eliminated noise due to 
mechanical vibration of the test specimen. In particular, he developed narrow-banded 
piezoceramic sensors which operated in frequency ranges well above the audio range (30-150 
kHz). (Brouillard, 1996; Dunegan & Harris, 1969). 
In the late 1960s, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission began using AE techniques for 
nondestructive nuclear reactor testing. They used existing AE sensors, including 
accelerometers with charge amplifiers and tape recorders, and developed a new high-
temperature submersible microphone for use in the liquid sodium environment of a reactor 
(Brouillard, 1996). 
During the late 1960s and early 1970s the Boeing Company (Seattle, Washington) 
initiated research on incipient failure detection in bearings, signature analysis from rotating 
machinery, leak detection in hydraulic systems, and cavitation and erosion detection in fluid 
flow valves. They also studied crack growth in titanium (Brouillard, 1996). 
From 1967-1980, strong AE research helped determine the source of AE and improved 
methods for detecting crack growth in nuclear reactor pressure vessels and other thick-walled 
vessels. AE research efforts during the period led to development and commercialization of 
AE source location instrumentation and software. In 1968, Nortec Corporation (Richland, 
Washington) manufactured a plug-in module for the Tektronix oscilloscope. Later that year, 
Dunegan founded Dunegan Research Corporation (Livermore, California) to supply the first 
full line of AE sensors and modular instruments. Other U.S. companies also entered the 
market: Trodyne (Teterboro, New Jesey, 1970), Acoustic Emission Technology (Sacramento, 
California, 1972), and Physical Acoustics (Princeton, New Jersey, 1978) (Drouillard, 1996). 
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From 1980-1996, decline in heavy industry, decline in the use of nuclear reactors for 
power generation, and the end of the Cold War and break-up of the Soviet Union (and, thus, 
less defense spending) slowed AE research and instrumentation development, in some areas. 
In other areas, however, AE activity grew. Fowler (Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Missouri, 
1984) developed an AE inspection program that virtually eliminated catastrophic failures in 
fiber reinforced plastic vessels and piping. A number of AE studies related to tool wear and 
cutting processes, machine monitoring, bearing friction, and friction in rotating members 
were reported. Deterioration of many concrete bridges around the world led to increased AE 
research related to monitoring concrete and civil structures. According to Brouillard, in 1996, 
the U.S. Department of Transportation rated one in three U.S. bridges either structurally 
deficient (unable to support standard loads) or functionally obsolete. Seismology studies, for 
earthquake detection and mine failure prediction, mirrored studies of AE in metals and other 
materials, since rocks and metals under stress produce similar acoustic emission events. 
During the period, research related to AE in wood and AE methods for inspecting wood and 
wood products for defects, cracks, or pests also increased (Drouillard, 1996). 
From 1980-1996, several new AE sensor or signal processing techniques were developed. 
Rockwell International and the National Bureau of Standards developed capacitive 
transducers to detect burst-type AE. (Drouillard, 1996). At the Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 
Stiffler and Henneke (1983) designed and tested AE sensors made from polyvinylidene 
fluoride (PVDF), a piezoelectric polymer which was originally discovered by Kawai (1969). 
Other investigators introduced digitizers and computers to capture, process, and analyze AE 
signals (Drouillard, 1996). 
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Recent AE Sensors 
During the time period since Drouillard's review (1996-2002), studies related to 
developing new AE sensor technologies have focused primarily on new piezoelectric sensor 
materials or new sensor geometries. 
Spedding (1996) explored the effects of geometry on thin-film polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF) AE sensors. He showed that sensor geometry significantly affects sensor frequency 
response. His results show that thin-film PVDF could be used for developing frequency-
selective, directionally sensitive, or programmable sensors. 
Imai et al. (1997) developed a compact thin-film AE sensor for detecting head-disk 
interaction in magnetic disk devices. They used micromachining techniques to embed the 
sensor inside the slider, by sputtering a zinc oxide (ZnO) piezoelectric layer between two 
electrodes formed by electron beam deposition. Using both simulations and experiments, 
they showed that an embedded thin-film sensor is a viable alternative to conventional lead 
zirconate titanate (PZT) piezoceramic AE sensors for detecting head-disk interaction. 
Brown et al. (1999) developed a piezoelectric sensor using a copolymer composed of 
polyvinylidene fluoride and triflouroethylene (PVDF/PTrFE). They experimentally compared 
their sensor to a commercial PZT piezoceramic sensor and a laser interferometer using pencil 
lead fracture and helium jet AE tests. They also evaluated their sensor, in field tests, for 
detecting fluid and mechanically generated acoustic emission in a centrifugal pump and a 
turbocharged diesel engine. Brown et al. concluded that a copolymer piezoelectric AE sensor 
can be used as a viable alternative to piezoceramic sensors or laser interferometers, while 
providing a more broad-band and detailed response than resonant piezoceramic sensors. 
Sundaresan et al. (2002) developed a continuous or distributed AE sensor composed of 
PZT piezoceramic fibers suspended in a flexible epoxy matrix. They showed that using a 
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continuous sensor could be more efficient for monitoring large areas on complex structures 
(e.g., for in-flight aircraft structural health monitoring) than using several conventional AE 
sensors; a continuous sensor is easier to mount and only requires a single data collection 
channel for a single sensor strip. 
Schoess and Zook (1998) introduced a fundamentally new contact AE sensing technique. 
They used Honeywell's resonant microbeam MEMS sensor to experimentally show that the 
frequency of a resonating microbeam mounted in a silicon substrate varies in response to 
simulated AE events (ultrasonic pulsers and pencil lead fracture tests) applied to the silicon 
substrate. They believe the sensor shows promise for structural and machinery diagnostic 
applications. 
AE Sensors for Tool Condition Monitoring 
Most early research studies related to tool condition monitoring during machining 
operations used piezoceramic or piezoelectric sensors for acoustic emission detection 
(McBride et al., 1993). Piezoceramic sensors produce a dynamic voltage in response to stress 
waves, when a static electric field is applied to the sensor material. Piezoelectric sensors use 
materials which are naturally polarized (or which are polarized during manufacturing 
processes) to reduce the magnitude of the static electric field needed to bias the sensor 
(Swanson, 2000). Figure 2 shows a typical piezoelectric sensor used for acoustic emission 
detection. 
For tool-wear monitoring, placing a piezoceramic or piezoelectric sensor in contact with 
the workpiece or cutting tool causes stress (sound) waves traveling through the workpiece or 
tool to also travel through the sensor. As a result, the sensor generates electrical voltages 
proportional to the stress waves. 
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Figure 2: A typical piezoelectric sensor used for acoustic emission detection 
(PCB Piezotronics 2003, © 1999-2003 PCB Piezotronics, permission granted) 
The piezoceramic or piezoelectric transducer must have good acoustic coupling to the 
source of AE. Often, however, mounting a piezoceramic or piezoelectric sensor in contact 
with the workpiece interferes with machining operations. As a result, the sensor often needs 
to be placed in contact with parts of the machining bed or tool holder, which attenuates the 
AE signals, modifies their spectral and temporal properties, and introduces noise from other 
sources in the machine (e.g., spindle bearing noise and slideway movement) (McBride et al., 
1993). 
Piezoceramic materials also give rise to strong mechanical resonances, which results in 
high sensitivity in only a few narrow frequency bands within the spectrum of interest. 
Although sensors with narrow sensitivity bands effectively eliminate low-frequency machine 
noise, they also may miss significant AE events outside their limited sensitivity ranges. The 
precise electromechanical properties of piezoceramic and piezoelectric transducers also vary 
from unit to unit. As a result, users must individually calibrate devices. Even with calibration, 
results strongly depend on the quality of the mechanical coupling between sensor and sensed 
surface, which, in practice, varies greatly (McBride et al., 1993). 
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Due to the limitations of piezoceramic and piezoelectric AE sensors, McBride, et al., 
(1993) developed a technique for detecting tool wear based on laser interferometry. They 
used a laser light source and fiber optics to produce a miniature and robust probe for 
detecting acoustic emission by measuring the small amplitude (-0.1 nm), high frequency 
(0.1-1 MHz) surface vibrations produced during machining operations. They also 
demonstrated the technique for probing both the workpiece and the rotating tool holder 
during face milling of mild steel. 
Barton and Reuben (1996) also used laser interferometry to measure both acoustic 
emission (AE) and surface finish (SF) for monitoring tool insert condition. Their AE and SF 
sensors used an optical fiber to connect a probe head near the workpiece to optical and 
detection systems remote from the machining center. 
AE sensors for tool condition monitoring, based upon laser interferometry, place a small 
fiber optic probe approximately 20 mm from a plane end face of the workpiece (Figure 3). 
Laser light sent through the fiber optic cable reflects off of the face of the workpiece. 
Reflected light interferes with incoming light, based upon distance from the probe to the 
workpiece face. Signal processing techniques can be used to determine the instantaneous 
distance from the probe to the workpiece, based upon measured interference patterns, and, 
thus, determine characteristics of the stress (sound) waves traveling through the workpiece. 
Laser interferometer measurements can detect target displacements of less than 1 nm (Barton 
& Reuben, 1996). 
Interferometry offers a highly sensitive method for measuring displacement or vibration 
that can achieve more accurate acoustic emission measurements than contacting piezoelectric 
transducers located on the machine bed. Interferometry can also be used for accurate non-
contact surface finish (SF) measurement in machining operations (Barton & Reuben, 1996). 
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Figure 3: Fiber optic acoustic emission probe used in machining 
(Barton & Reuben 1996, © 1996 The Institute of Materials, permission granted) 
According to Barton and Reuben (1996), the greatest advantage of optical AE and SF 
measurement techniques are that they are non-contacting, with no mechanical loading of the 
test surface. As a result, optical AE measurement techniques guarantee reproducibility of 
coupling between the transducer and the measured surface. Optical SF measurement 
techniques also eliminate the possibility of damaging soft surfaces during measurement. In 
addition, output signals from interferometry are directly traceable to the light wavelength 
used and are, therefore, absolutely calibrated. 
Limitations of AE sensors using laser interferometry include: high cost, small distance 
required between probe and workpiece, limitations of workpiece geometry (for proper laser 
light reflection), appearance and routing of the fiber-optic cable, interference with tool 
movement, and signal contamination due to coolant fluids and other contaminants 
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In more recent tool condition monitoring research, investigators have pursued a multi-
sensor approach, combining piezoceramic, piezoelectric, or optical AE sensors with other 
types of sensors, to improve tool condition monitoring accuracy over single-sensor methods. 
Chi and Dornfield (1998) combined both piezoceramic acoustic emission and cutting 
force sensors, with an expert system using decision trees and group method data handling, to 
improve tool wear estimation and prediction accuracy (to within 5% of measured values) 
over a model created using stepwise regression analysis. 
Quan, et al. (1998) also used a multi-sensor approach, by combining an acoustic emission 
sensor and a Hall-effect power sensor, to detect tool wear with 96% accuracy and calculate 
actual tool wear with 90% accuracy. They concluded that using a multi-sensor approach, 
with a neural network to evaluate the multi-sensor data, improves tool wear detection 
accuracy over a single-sensor method under complex and changing machining conditions. 
In 2002, Sick reviewed 138 prior publications related to tool wear monitoring in turning 
operations. At that time, Sick still rated even the most promising tool wear monitoring 
methods not marketable due to lack of precision and insufficient generalization capability 
(operation restricted to a single machine tool, to a specific combination of work material and 
tool coating, or a small range of cutting conditions). 
From Sick's (2002) review, tool wear monitoring remains a difficult problem yet to be 
solved. From the research to date, machining processes have been classified as non-linear 
time-variant systems, which are difficult to model. In addition, sensor limitations have made 
machining processes difficult to measure. 
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Purpose 
Prior AE studies, particularly studies related to tool condition monitoring in machining 
operations, have led to two primary types of AE sensors: piezoceramic or piezoelectric 
crystals and laser interferometry systems. 
For tool condition monitoring, piezoceramic and piezoelectric sensors exhibit severe 
limitations. To operate properly, they must be in contact with an object through which the 
acoustic waves are traveling. Investigators cannot practically install sensors on the tool or 
workpiece. Thus, they usually place sensors on the machining bed or tool holder. Sensor 
placement away from the workpiece leads to signal attenuation, modified spectral and 
temporal properties, and added noise from other sources in the machine (e.g., spindle bearing 
noise and slide way movement). 
Piezoceramic materials also give rise to strong mechanical resonances, which can result 
in adequate sensor sensitivity in only a few narrow frequency bands within the spectrum of 
interest. The precise electromechanical properties of such transducers also vary from unit to 
unit, so that users must individually calibrate sensors. Even with calibration, results depend 
strongly on the quality of the mechanical coupling between transducer and surface, which, in 
practice, varies greatly. 
AE sensors based upon laser interferometry also suffer from severe limitations. They 
require a small distance between sensor probe and workpiece. As a result, users may find it 
difficult to precisely mount the sensor probe and route the sensor's fiber-optic cable. In 
addition, the sensor and cable may interfere with tool movement during machining 
operations and detract from machine appearance. Laser interferometry-based sensors also 
suffer from signal contamination due to coolant fluids and other optical contaminants. In 
addition, laser systems are typically expensive. 
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To overcome the limitations of current piezoceramic, piezoelectric, and laser-
interferometry AE sensors, the investigator developed a method for detecting AE using a 
microwave Doppler radar detector. Although the investigator intends, primarily, to use the 
AE sensor developed for tool condition monitoring in machining operations, other 
applications (and users) may benefit by using the newly developed method and sensor. 
Theoretical Framework 
The general mechanism for using the proposed microwave Doppler radar-based AE 
sensor for tool wear detection consists of: 
1. Flooding the cutting area of a machining center with a microwave radar signal from 
the transmitter in a Doppler radar detector. 
2. Measuring the intermediate frequency (IF) signal generated by the receiver in the 
Doppler radar detector. 
3. Establishing a regression relationship between tool wear and the amplitude or 
frequency of the detected radar reflections. 
4. Using the established regression relationship to predict tool wear during on-line 
machining operations. 
The proposed method is based upon the known ability of a Doppler radar detector to 
detect object motions and generate an IF output signal with frequency proportional to the 
velocity of the moving object and signal amplitude which varies as a complex function of the 
size and reflectivity of the sensed object and the object's distance from the sensor 
(Microwave Solutions, 2002). In addition, the method is based upon the theoretical finding 
by Albanese, et al. (2002) that high-frequency electromagnetic waves can reflect not only 
from moving objects, but also from traveling acoustic waves in dielectric materials. Further, 
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the method depends upon prior evidence that metal cutting generates acoustic waves in both 
the workpiece and tool during machining operations. 
The investigator believes that microwave Doppler radar can be used to remotely detect 
acoustic waves in both the workpiece and the tool in machining operations. Further, the 
investigator believes that the acoustic waves will change, characteristically, as the tools used 
for cutting wear. As a result, the IF signals generated by the Doppler radar detector will also 
change in character (e.g., signal amplitude). 
The following sections report on first stage development of the intended tool condition 
monitoring system. The investigator has developed a prototype AE sensor, using a Doppler 
radar detector, and has completed two experiments which demonstrate sensor operation. 
Related Studies 
A microwave Doppler radar detector is designed to "sense" object motion using the 
Doppler shift phenomenon. The detector emits a high-frequency electromagnetic signal. If 
the signal reflects off of an object moving toward or away from the sensor, the transmitted 
signal increases or decreases in frequency, with respect to the original transmitted signal 
frequency. A receiver in the Doppler radar detector captures the reflected signal, compares 
the transmitted and received frequencies, and produces an IF (intermediate frequency) output 
signal with frequency proportional to the velocity of the moving object. IF output signal 
amplitude varies as a complex function of the size and reflectivity of the sensed object and 
the object's distance from the sensor (Microwave Solutions, 2002). 
Microwave Doppler radar has been used in many practical applications, such as law 
enforcement systems for detecting automobile speed and commercial systems for opening 
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doors as customers approach department stores. However, to the investigator's knowledge, 
microwave Doppler radar has never been used to directly detect acoustic emission. 
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices, based upon microwave radar technology, have 
been used, for many years, to create many different non-contact wireless sensors (Bulst et al., 
2001): 
1. Temperature sensors (radio-requestable clinical thermometers; temperature sensors 
on rotating turbine blades, train brakes, centrifuges, and tires; temperature sensors in 
hot, dangerous, or inaccessible process chambers) 
2. Pressure sensors 
3. Torque sensors (tap drill torque alarm) 
4. Current sensors 
5. Chemical sensors 
6. Humidity sensors 
7. Mechatronic applications 
Antenna Reflecton 
RF request nigral 
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Figure 4: Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) sensor 
(Steindl et al. 1999, © 1999 NMi, permission granted) 
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As shown in Figure 4, the SAW approach uses a microwave radar signal to interrogate a 
sensor composed of a microwave antenna etched on a material substrate which responds to a 
given physical condition in a known manner (Steindel, et al., 1999). The antenna converts the 
interrogating radar signal into a surface acoustic wave which propagates along the substrate 
and reflects off of metal strips etched on the surface of the substrate at known distances from 
the antenna. The acoustic wave reflections return to the antenna and transform back into 
microwave signals which then transmit substrate condition information to a remote receiver. 
As the SAW sensor substrate contracts, elongates, or bends in response to surrounding 
physical conditions, returned signal characteristics change. Users can then determine physical 
conditions affecting the substrate by processing and analyzing returned signal characteristics. 
Using different substrate materials creates sensors which can be used to measure different 
physical environmental properties. 
Tyren (2001), in an international patent application (WO 01/73389 Al), describes a non-
contact method for measuring mechanical properties such as torque, force, or pressure. The 
described method uses a vibrating string element to sense changes in the measured quantity 
and a microwave interrogating signal. Variations in the measured quantity change the tension 
in the vibrating string, and thus change the vibration frequency of the string element. 
Changes in vibration frequency of the string element change the amplitude of the microwave 
interrogating signal. 
According to the patent application, "a microwave signal can be amplitude modulated by 
a mechanically oscillating object in the signal path between a transmitter and receiver" 
(Tyren, 2001, p. 1). The patent application also describes experiments conducted to verify the 
phenomenon, using an approximately 10 cm long guitar string segment, in oscillation at 150 
Hz, to amplitude modulate a 1.3 GHz microwave signal. 
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Figure 5: Method for measuring torque 
(Tyren 2001, © 2001 World Intellectual Property Organization, permission granted) 
By changing the oscillation frequency of the guitar string to 230 Hz, the inventor measured a 
change in microwave signal amplitude modulation that followed the change in frequency. 
The patent application further describes several possible applications for the 
phenomenon, including a method for measuring the torque in a rotating axle. As shown in 
Figure 5, the method uses a string element placed along a main tension line of the axle. A 
mounting mechanism holds the string away from the surface of the axle, so that the string can 
oscillate freely. Natural system vibrations, or a clapper, induce string vibration. As torque in 
the axle changes, the oscillation frequency of the string also changes. Again, a high-
frequency electromagnetic signal source radiates the vibrating string. Variations in the 
amplitude of the reflected high-frequency signal indicate variations in torque within the 
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rotating axle. Tyren reportedly used a microwave Doppler radar detector and a band-pass 
filter tuned to the vibration frequency of a metal guitar string to detect changes in torque due 
to cutting operations on a manual lathe. 
In an earlier study, the investigator worked with Tyren to evaluate his sensor design for 
detecting changes in torque due to cutting operations on a CNC lathe. Tyren supplied a hand­
made microwave radar detector and a band-pass filter needed to detect a vibrating guitar 
string. The hand-made microwave radar system did not work. As a result, Tyren 
recommended using an MDU 1620 Motion Detector Unit from Microwave Solutions 
(http://www.microwave-solutions.com) as a microwave radar source and described the 
characteristics of a band-pass filter needed to detect a vibrating guitar string. The investigator 
designed a circuit composed of the Microwave Solutions Motion Detector Unit and a band­
pass filter to meet Tyren's specifications for detecting a vibrating guitar string. In testing, the 
circuit did not work well for detecting torque changes due to cutting operations on a CNC 
lathe, because workpiece and lathe spindle motion created radar detector signals that were 
much greater in magnitude than the signals created by a vibrating guitar string attached to the 
rotating workpiece. 
After completing the study with Tyren, the investigator experimentally discovered that, 
by using a higher frequency band-pass filter, a microwave radar detector can directly detect 
acoustic emission events caused by two pieces of metal striking against each other. Albanese, 
et al. (2002) also demonstrated, theoretically, that high-frequency electromagnetic waves can 
reflect directly from traveling acoustic waves in dielectric materials. Although microwave 
radar signals may interact differently with dielectric and metallic materials, based upon the 
investigator's experimental discovery and Albanese et al.'s theoretical finding, microwave 
Doppler radar could possibly be used to directly detect acoustic waves in a metal workpiece 
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during machining and, thus, eliminate the need for a special-purpose SAW sensor, or a 
sensor based upon a vibrating string element. 
Microwave radar waves may reflect directly from traveling acoustic waves in both 
dielectric and metallic objects. On the other hand, microwave radar waves may detect small 
ultrasonic vibrations in a metallic object, resulting from AE producing stress events. In either 
case, with proper post-filtering (a high-frequency band-pass filter), a microwave Doppler 
radar detector could be used as a non-contact sensor for measuring AE in a workpiece 
directly during machining, and, thus, could be used to monitor tool condition. 
Several characteristics make a microwave Doppler radar detector attractive for direct AE 
detection, in general, and for machine tool condition monitoring, in particular: 
1. Low cost (~$20 US). 
2. Non-contact. 
3. Sensing distance (possibly as much as 1.5 feet or more). 
4. Simple mounting. 
5. Simple signal processing methods (A/D conversion, and signal amplitude 
measurements). 
Methodology 
To test the research hypothesis that a microwave Doppler radar detector can be used to 
directly detect acoustic emission in an aluminum test specimen, the investigator completed 
two experiments. In the first experiment, a microwave Doppler radar detector and an 
accelerometer were used to detect acoustic emission events caused by tapping a CNC 
machine tool insert against an aluminum test specimen. In the second experiment, a 
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microwave Doppler radar detector and an accelerometer were used to detect acoustic 
emission events caused by breaking a pencil lead against an aluminum test specimen. 
Experiment 1 
Figure 6 shows the experimental setup and methodology used to show that a microwave 
Doppler radar detector, with appropriate filtering, can be used to directly detect acoustic 
emission events caused by tapping a CNC machine tool insert against an aluminum test 
specimen. A sensor was constructed, for detecting acoustic emission (in the 1 - 5 kHz 
frequency range), composed of a microwave Doppler radar motion detector and an electronic 
filter. The electronic filter was designed to prevent aliasing due to signal sampling and 
a) Test specimen held by hand b) Test specimen strapped to board 
Figure 6: Experimental setup for Experiment 1 
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remove low-frequency radar detector IF output due to object motion (investigator movement 
or large-scale mechanical specimen movement). A test specimen (a cylindrical piece of 
aluminum stock) was held at three different distances from the sensor. A CNC tool insert was 
tapped against the bottom surface of the test specimen (to induce acoustic emission events in 
the test specimen) and the resulting sensor signal was recorded (Figure 6a). The basic 
experiment was repeated 5 times at each of the three distances, for a total of 15 experimental 
trials. 
For final measurements, the test specimen was strapped to a pine board (3" x V2" x 48") 
to help stabilize the test specimen and reduce distance variations (Figure 6b). The sensor 
signals measured for the two test configurations were similar. 
An accelerometer was attached to the top surface of the test specimen (the surface 
opposite from the tapped surface). Since prior research studies show that an accelerometer 
can detect acoustic emission in a metal object, the investigator used the accelerometer to 
verify that the new microwave Doppler radar sensor could also detect AE in the test 
specimen. The given accelerometer has a frequency range from 1-7000 Hz with a resonance 
at 38 kHz (PCB Piezotronics, 1999). 
Table 1 shows the experiment design for the 3 planned experimental (distance) 
conditions. The order of the trials was randomized. Table 2 shows properties of the 
aluminum stock specimen used for all tests. The investigator used the given specimen 
material, since manufacturers often use Aluminum 6061 for prototyping machined parts. 
Table 3 shows properties of the CNC tool insert used to tap the aluminum test specimen. 
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Table 1: Experiment design for Experiment 1 
Trial Sensor Distance (feet) 
1 0.5 
2 1.0 
3 1.5 
4 0.5 
5 1.0 
6 1.5 
7 0.5 
8 0.5 
9 1.0 
10 1.5 
11 1.0 
12 1.0 
13 1.5 
14 0.5 
15 1.5 
Table 2: Test specimen properties 
Manufacturer Alcoa 
Material Aluminum 6061 
Diameter 1.5 in 
Length 5.25 in 
Density 0.098 lb/in3 
Specific gravity 1090 
Modulus of elasticity tension 10 
Modulus of elasticity torsion 3.8 
Chemistry 
Aluminum balanced 
Chromium 0.04-0.35 
Copper 0.15-0.4 
Iron o
 
o
 
Magnesium 0.8-1.2 
Manganese 0.15 max 
Other 0.15 max 
Remainder Each 0.05 max 
Silicon 
00 ©
 
—
|-
©
 
Titanium 0.15 max 
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Table 3: Tool properties 
Manufacturer Mitsubishi 
Body material tungsten carbide 
Coating material (3 layers) TiCN, A1203, TIN 
Tool symbol CNMA 432 
Tool geometry 
Shape rhombic 80 deg 
Clearance angle 0 deg 
Tolerance M class (± 0.003) 
Chip breaker none 
Inscribed circle size 1/2 inch 
Thickness 3/16 inch 
Nose size 1/32 inch 
Figure 7: DaqP-308 data collection system 
An Omega DaqP-308 data collection system was used to sample the output signal from 
the Doppler motion detector/electronic filter combination, as shown in Figure 7. 
For each trial, the output signals from the microwave Doppler motion detector/electronic 
filter combination and the accelerometer were measured for 0.2 seconds, during which the 
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test specimen was tapped once with the CNC tool insert. A 0.1 msec sampling period (10 
kHz sampling frequency) was used. As a result, according to the Nyquist Sampling Theorem, 
the sampled data can be used to reconstruct frequency components up to 5 kHz in the original 
signal (Swanson, 2000). 
The Doppler radar motion detector used was a model MDU 1620 Motion Detector Unit 
from Microwave Solutions (http://www.microwave-solutions.comy The MDU 1620, an X-
band (10.525 GHz) microwave transceiver, "senses" motion using the Doppler shift 
phenomenon. The MDU transmitter emits a low-level X-band microwave signal over a 72 
degree (horizontal) by 36 degree (vertical) coverage pattern. A signal reflected from an 
object moving toward or away from the sensor increases or decreases in frequency, with 
respect to the original transmitted signal frequency. The MDU receiver captures the reflected 
signal, compares the transmitted and received frequencies, and produces an IF output signal 
with frequency proportional to the velocity of the moving object. IF output signal amplitude 
varies as a complex function of the size and reflectivity of the sensed object and the object's 
distance from the MDU (Microwave Solutions, 2002). 
However, the investigator showed that the MDU can be used for directly sensing acoustic 
emission (in the 1 - 5 kHz frequency range) rather than object motion, as described by the 
MDU manufacturer. 
To prevent aliasing during sampling, an electronic filter was used to band-limit the output 
signal from the Doppler radar motion detector before sampling, as shown in Figure 8. The 
electronic filter also effectively removed low-frequency signals due to large-scale object 
motions. 
The electronic filter uses a blocking capacitor to isolate the sensor from the filter, an 
amplifier stage to increase motion detector output signal level, two fourth-order high-pass 
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Figure 8: Electronic filter 
filter stages to eliminate low-frequency signals due to mechanical object motion, one fourth-
order low-pass filter stage to band limit the measured signal and to eliminate high-frequency 
noise, and a final amplifier stage to match the output of the filter to the input range of the 
data collection system. 
Figure 9 shows the theoretical frequency response of the filter. Filter components were 
chosen such that the cut-off frequency of each fourth-order high-pass filter was 1.59 kHz, 
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Figure 9: Electronic filter frequency response 
and the cut-off frequency of the fourth-order low-pass filter was 3.39 kHz (Millman & 
Halkias, 1972). As a result, upper and lower cut-off frequencies for the complete filter are 
approximately 2 kHz and 4.5 kHz respectively; as shown in Figure 9, the magnitude of the 
filter frequency response is 3 dB down from the maximum gain value at approximately 2 
kHz and 4.5 kHz. To meet the Nyquist Theorem sampling criterion, Swanson (2000) 
recommends using a band-limiting filter with an upper-cutoff frequency which is roughly 0.4 
times the sampling frequency. Since the fourth-order low-pass filter which was used has a 
sharp drop-off characteristic with increasing frequency, to maximize the sensor detection 
range, an upper cut-off frequency of 4.5 kHz was used. 
Preliminary measurements indicated that the accelerometer signal was naturally band-
limited to less than 5 kHz. However, a simple single-order passive RC low-pass filter with a 
cutoff frequency of 4 kHz was used to filter the accelerometer output signal before sampling. 
Several prior studies have used piezoelectric, piezoceramic, or capacitive sensors, or laser 
interferometry, to detect high-frequency acoustic emission events in the 100 kHz - 1 MHz 
range (Barton & Reuben, 1996; Govekar et al., 2000; McBride et al., 1993). However, since 
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the signals for Experiment 1 appeared to lie in the 1 - 5 kHz range, a 10 kHz sampling rate 
was used. In future studies, the investigator intends to determine if the sensor, combined with 
higher-frequency band-pass filters, can detect acoustic emission events at frequencies greater 
than 5 kHz. 
The captured data was analyzed using Math S oft MathCAD 2000i, Microsoft Excel 2002, 
and SAS IMP 5. 
Experiment 2 
For Experiment 2, the same test setup and experiment design was used. However, for 
Experiment 2, a pencil lead was broken against the test specimen (bottom surface) to create 
an acoustic emission event (Figure 10). 
Several prior AE research studies have used pencil lead break tests (Spedding, 1996; 
Schoess and Zook, 1999; Brown et al., 1999). As a result, in 1998, the American Society for 
Testing and Materials (ASTM) established a standard method (E 976-94) for conducting 
pencil lead break tests for acoustic emission sensors (ASTM, 1998). ASTM E 976-94 
recommends using a mechanical pencil with a 0.3 or 0.5 mm diameter lead. According to the 
standard, care should be taken to always break the same length (2-3 mm) of the same type of 
lead. In addition, the lead should be broken at the same spot on the test specimen, using the 
same pencil angle and orientation. The standard also describes an optional fixture (Nielson 
shoe), which can be used to help control pencil angle and lead length. 
For the given experiment, a mechanical pencil with a 0.7 mm lead was used (to increase 
sensor output signal levels). Approximately 3 mm of pencil lead was broken at 
approximately the center of the bottom face of the cylindrical test specimen. The pencil was 
held at an approximately 45 degree angle with respect to the bottom surface of the test 
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Figure 10: Experimental setup for Experiment 2 
Table 4: Experiment design for Experiment 2 
Trial Sensor Distance (feet) 
1 0.5 
2 1.5 
3 0.5 
4 1.0 
5 1.0 
6 0.5 
7 1.5 
8 0.5 
9 0.5 
10 1.5 
11 1.0 
12 1.5 
13 1.0 
14 1.5 
15 1.0 
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specimen. Table 4 shows the experiment design for Experiment 2. The order of the trials was 
again randomized. 
Experimental Results 
Experiment 1 
Figures 11 and 12 show representative signals generated by the microwave Doppler radar 
detector and the accelerometer in response to acoustic emission events created by tapping a 
CNC machine tool insert against a cylindrical aluminum test specimen. 
Figures 13 and 14 show corresponding power spectra for the signals shown in Figures 11 
and 12 (computed using the MathCAD fft function). Figure 13 and Figure 14 show that the 
accelerometer appears to ring at a given frequency, while the microwave radar sensor tends 
to give a more broad-band response, which may more accurately reflect actual characteristics 
of the acoustic emission event. 
Figure 11 shows that the microwave radar sensor detects a secondary acoustic emission 
event, which may be the reflected acoustic wave. If the secondary acoustic emission event is 
the reflected acoustic wave, then the microwave radar sensor may detect small-scale surface 
vibrations caused by both the initial tool contact and the reflected acoustic wave. The 
accelerometer absorbs incident acoustic waves and, therefore, apparently does not detect any 
significant reflected waves. Further study is needed to verify the above observations. 
From Figures 11-14, the two sensors apparently both detect acoustic emission events 
generated by tapping a CNC machine tool insert against an aluminum test specimen. At the 
given distance (0.5 feet), output signal level from the microwave Doppler radar sensor is 
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roughly 3 times that of the accelerometer sensor. However, statistical analysis of the data 
from all 15 Experiment 1 trials shows that the microwave Doppler radar sensor output varies 
with distance from the tapped test specimen. 
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Figure 11: Radar detector output signal (Experiment 1, Trial 7) 
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Figure 12: Accelerometer output signal (Experiment 1, Trial 7) 
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Figure 13: Radar detector power spectrum (Experiment 1, Trial 7) 
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Figure 14: Accelerometer power spectrum (Experiment 1, Trial 7) 
Regression analysis of the data from all 15 Experiment 1 trials (Table 5) shows evidence 
of a statistically significant relationship between the natural logarithm of sensor peak-to-peak 
output voltage and distance between the microwave Doppler radar sensor and the test 
specimen; as distance between the microwave Doppler radar sensor and the test specimen 
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Table 5: Sensor peak-to-peak voltage for Experiment 1 
Trial Distance (feet) 
Accelerometer 
(volts) 
Radar 
(volts) 
1 0.5 0.603 1.287 
2 1.0 1.251 0.118 
3 1.5 0 429 0.120 
4 0.5 0.448 3.665 
5 1.0 0.295 0.228 
6 1.5 1.201 0039 
7 0.5 0.311 0.776 
8 0.5 2 268 2.036 
9 1.0 1.242 0.110 
10 1.5 1.224 0060 
11 1.0 0.357 0 128 
12 1.0 0 680 0.123 
13 1.5 0 318 0.052 
14 0.5 0.397 0.579 
15 1.5 1.197 0.097 
increases, the natural logarithm of predicted sensor output voltage decreases as a function of 
distance and distance squared, for test distances between 0.5 and 1.5 feet: 
ln(predicted peak-to-peak voltage) = 0.992 - 2.989*distance + 3.177*(distance-1)2 (1) 
For the model, R2 = 0.88 and the p-value < 0.0001 (a = 0.05). The natural logarithm of 
sensor peak-to-peak output voltage was analyzed (rather than sensor peak-to-peak voltage) to 
meet the conditions required for regression analysis. 
The corresponding relationship between predicted sensor peak-to-peak voltage and 
distance shows that predicted sensor output voltage decreases exponentially as a function of 
distance and distance squared, for test distances between 0.5 and 1.5 feet (Figure 15): 
predicted peak-to-peak voltage = exp{4.169 - 9.343*distance + 3.177*distance2} (2) 
The results show that the given microwave Doppler radar sensor could possibly be used to 
detect acoustic emission events in machine tool-monitoring applications, at sensor distances 
up to approximately 1.5 feet. 
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Figure 15: Radar sensor predicted peak-to-peak output voltage for Experiment 1 
Microwave radar sensor output voltage values (in Table 5) appear to vary more than 
accelerometer sensor values. Using a narrow-band filter, with a high gain value, in the 
microwave radar sensor probably caused the increased variability. Acoustic emission signals 
tend to be broadband. However, the given microwave radar sensor strongly attenuates any 
signal content outside the 1 - 5 kHz range and strongly amplifies any signal content within 
the 1 - 5 kHz range. Thus, the given microwave radar sensor converts any differences in 
signal frequency content, for different experimental trials, into relatively large differences in 
signal output voltage. On the other hand, the acoustic emission events all appear to make the 
piezoelectric crystal in the accelerometer sensor oscillate at a single frequency. Using a 
broadband filter, or using a microwave radar detector tuned for the desired acoustic emission 
frequency range, could help reduce microwave radar sensor output signal variability. 
Experiment 2 
Figures 16 and 17 show representative signals generated by the microwave Doppler radar 
sensor and the accelerometer in response to acoustic emission events created by breaking a 
0.7 mm mechanical pencil lead on the bottom surface of the test specimen. Figures 18 and 19 
show corresponding power spectra for the signals shown in Figures 16 and 17. Note that, at 
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the given distance (0.5 feet), output signal level from the microwave Doppler radar sensor is 
roughly 10 times that of the accelerometer sensor. As a result, Figures 16 and 17 use different 
scales; Figures 18 and 19 also use different scales. From Figures 16-19, the two sensors 
apparently both detect acoustic emission events generated by breaking a 0.7 mm pencil lead 
on an aluminum test specimen. 
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Figure 16: Radar detector output signal (Experiment 2, Trial 6) 
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Figure 17: Accelerometer output signal (Experiment 2, Trial 6) 
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Figure 18: Radar detector power spectrum (Experiment 2, Trial 6) 
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Figure 19: Accelerometer power spectrum (Experiment 2, Trial 6) 
Regression analysis of the data from all 15 Experiment 2 trials (Table 6) shows evidence 
of a statistically significant relationship between the natural logarithm of sensor peak-to-peak 
output voltage and distance between the microwave Doppler radar sensor and the test 
specimen; as distance between the microwave Doppler radar sensor and the test specimen 
increases, the natural logarithm of predicted sensor output voltage decreases as a function of 
distance. For test distances between 0.5 and 1.5 feet: 
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ln(predicted peak-to-peak voltage) = -1.233 - 0.936*distance 
For the model, R2 = 0.28 and the p-value = 0.043 (a = 0.05). Once again, the natural 
logarithm of sensor peak-to-peak output voltage was analyzed (rather than sensor peak-to-
peak voltage) to meet the conditions required for regression analysis. 
Table 6: Sensor peak-to-peak voltage for Experiment 2 
Trial Distance (feet) 
Accelerometer 
(volts) 
Radar 
(volts) 
1 0.5 0.065 0.159 
2 1.5 0.057 0.192 
3 0.5 0.058 0.072 
4 1 0.067 0.054 
5 1 0.068 0.139 
6 0.5 0.052 0.288 
7 1.5 0.062 0.087 
8 0.5 0.056 0.727 
9 0.5 0.047 0.113 
10 1.5 0.136 0.045 
11 1 0.049 0.076 
12 1.5 0.075 0.074 
13 1 0.051 0.180 
14 1.5 0.073 0.046 
15 1 0.053 0.105 
g 
Distance (feet) 
Figure 20: Radar sensor predicted peak-to-peak output voltage for Experiment 2 
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The corresponding relationship between predicted sensor peak-to-peak voltage and 
distance shows that predicted sensor output voltage decreases exponentially as a function of 
distance, for test distances between 0.5 and 1.5 feet (Figure 20): 
predicted peak-to-peak voltage = exp{-l .233 - 0.936*distance} (4) 
The results show that the given microwave Doppler radar sensor could possibly be used to 
detect acoustic emission events in a wide variety of applications, at sensor distances up to 
approximately 1.5 feet. 
Conclusions 
Since the early 1900s, many different methods have been used for detecting acoustic 
emission in materials. Most recent studies use contact piezoelectric or piezoceramic sensors. 
However, for industrial tool condition monitoring, piezoceramic and piezoelectric sensors 
exhibit severe limitations. Investigators cannot practically install sensors on the tool or 
workpiece. Thus, they usually place sensors on the machining bed or tool holder. Sensor 
placement away from the workpiece leads to signal attenuation, modified spectral and 
temporal properties, and added noise from other sources in the machine (e.g., spindle bearing 
noise and slide way movement). 
Piezoceramic materials also give rise to strong mechanical resonances, which can result 
in adequate sensor sensitivity in only a few narrow frequency bands within the spectrum of 
interest. The precise electromechanical properties of such transducers also vary from unit to 
unit, so that users must individually calibrate sensors. Even with calibration, results depend 
strongly on the quality of the mechanical coupling between transducer and surface, which, in 
practice, varies greatly. 
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To deal with the limitations of contact piezoelectric and piezoceramic sensors for tool 
condition monitoring systems, prior studies have also recommended non-contact laser 
interferometry sensors. However, AE sensors based upon laser interferometry also suffer 
from severe limitations. They require a small distance between sensor probe and workpiece. 
As a result, users may find it difficult to precisely mount the sensor probe and route the 
sensor's fiber-optic cable. In addition, the sensor and cable may interfere with tool movement 
during machining operations and detract from machine appearance. Laser interferometry-
based sensors also suffer from signal contamination due to coolant fluids and other optical 
contaminants. In addition, laser systems are typically expensive. 
To overcome the limitations of current piezoceramic, piezoelectric, and laser-
interferometry AE sensors, the investigator developed a method for detecting AE using a 
microwave Doppler radar detector and an active band-pass filter. Test results show that the 
sensor can detect acoustic emission events caused by tapping a CNC machine tool insert 
against an aluminum test specimen. The sensor can also detect acoustic emission events 
caused by breaking a pencil lead on an aluminum test specimen. The sensor detects acoustic 
emission events reliably when placed at test distances between 0.5 and 1.5 feet from a test 
specimen. 
The results show that the given microwave radar sensor could possibly be used to detect 
acoustic emission events in machine tool-monitoring and other applications, at sensor 
distances up to approximately 1.5 feet. As a non-contact sensor, the microwave sensor offers 
an attractive alternative to piezoelectric, piezoceramic, or capacitive sensors, for applications 
in which contact sensors are not practical or desirable. As a low-cost (~ $20 US), non-contact 
sensor with a relatively large and wide detection distance range, the microwave sensor offers 
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an attractive alternative to laser interferometry, for applications in which a non-contact 
sensor is needed. 
Although the investigator intends, primarily, to use the new AE sensor for tool condition 
monitoring in machining operations, other applications (and users) may benefit by using the 
newly developed method and sensor. The sensor can easily be made tunable, by using a 
tunable, rather than fixed, band-pass filter. 
In future studies, the investigator plans to explore sensor operation more fully, to 
determine sensor capabilities in higher frequency ranges, to test sensor capabilities for 
different materials, and to use the sensor to develop a method for detecting tool wear in 
machining applications. 
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CHAPTER 3. A METHOD FOR DETECTING TOOL WEAR 
ON A CNC LATHE USING A DOPPLER RADAR DETECTOR 
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Abstract 
Installing a non-contact in-process tool wear detection system on a CNC lathe can help 
prevent product defects and improve product quality without impacting product cycle time. 
Many methods have been proposed for non-contact in-process tool wear detection. In 
particular, a recent international patent application describes a method for measuring the 
torque in a rotating axle using a high-frequency wireless transmitter/receiver and a vibrating 
string. The method has reportedly been used to detect cutting on a manual lathe. The authors 
present a new method for measuring tool wear using a high-frequency wireless 
transmitter/receiver alone, without a vibrating string. The high-frequency transmitter/receiver 
apparently responds to metal-to-metal contact noise rather than, or more strongly than, to 
signals generated by a vibrating string. The findings could help bring automated tool wear 
monitoring systems closer to the level of performance needed for practical use in industry. 
Keywords: 
Computer Numerical Control (CNC), lathe, tool wear, detection, microwave radar, Doppler 
radar, acoustic wave 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Non-contact in-process tool wear detection 
By the late 1990s the increasing use of automated machining systems for un-manned 
metal cutting had created a need for automated tool-wear detection methods [2], Delayed tool 
replacement could lead to finishing damage or dimensional inaccuracies on machined 
components. On the other hand, overly frequent tool replacement or direct measurement of 
tool wear could interrupt, interfere with, and slow down production processes [2, 20]. 
As a result, several indirect, or non-contact, methods were developed for estimating or 
predicting tool wear. By 1996, spindle power and current measurements had been used for 
estimating spindle torque and, thus, indirectly tool wear. However, spindle current 
measurements did not provide the sensitivity needed for light cuts or small tools. Cutting 
force measurement had also been used to estimate tool wear, but the measurements tended to 
be application specific. Therefore, cutting force measurements did not work well for general 
purpose in-process tool wear detection [2], 
By 1998, vibration, acoustic emission, and electrical resistance measurements had also 
been used. Although promising, acoustic emission measurements suffered from high levels 
of noise contamination in machining environments [15]. Tool temperature measurements had 
been used, but, at that time, in-process tool temperature measurements were difficult to take 
with adequate accuracy. Finally, surface finish measurements were used, but, at the time, 
surface finish measurements required removing workpieces from machining centers [2], 
As a result, Barton and Reuben [2] and McBride et al. [12] proposed a method using non-
contacting optical fiber instruments and interferometry for measuring workpiece acoustic 
emission and surface finish for predicting tool wear in face milling operations. Interferometry 
offered a highly sensitive method for measuring displacement or vibration. Their method 
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achieved more accurate acoustic emission measurements than earlier contacting devices 
using piezoelectric transducers located on the machine bed and also achieved accurate non-
contact, in-process surface finish measurements. On the other hand, the optical methods 
developed were highly susceptible to optical interference or contamination due to coolant 
fluids or other contaminants. 
In 1996, Young [20] reviewed methods for measuring cutting tool or chip temperature to 
estimate tool wear. Thermocouples, optical pyrometers, and radioisotopes had been 
embedded in cutting tools to measure temperatures at the tool-chip interface, but the 
embedded sensors altered the measured temperature fields. Infrared radiation from cutting 
tools had also been used to estimate tool temperature and, thus, indirectly tool wear. 
However, radiated temperatures did not accurately reflect tool material temperature and 
could only estimate temperatures for accessible surfaces [12, 20]. 
As a result, Young [20] used a thermotracer instrument to measure temperatures on the 
chip-back (chip-air) interface. Young showed that tool wear does affect chip-back 
temperature. However, Young did not develop a practical and inexpensive method for 
measuring in-process chip-back temperature and estimating tool wear from chip-back 
temperature measurements. 
In 1997, Chen and Black [3] reviewed methods for detecting tool breakage and tool wear 
in end-milling operations, including acoustic emission, vibration, spindle motor current, 
sound intensity, dynamometers, and spindle-mounted strain gauges. Based upon their review 
of then current processes, Chen and Black chose to use a dynamometer to monitor cutting 
force and a fuzzy-net decision system to determine tool breakage from cutting force 
measurements, with approximately 90% accuracy. They recommended using an 
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accelerometer, rather than a dynamometer to help reduce costs. Later, in 1998, Huang and 
Chen [9] improved the system's tool breakage detection accuracy to approximately 94%. 
In 1998, Chi and Dornfield [5] used a multi-sensor approach, combining both acoustic 
emission and cutting force sensors, with an expert system using decision trees and group 
method data handling to improve tool wear estimation and prediction accuracy (to within 5% 
of measured values) over a model created using stepwise regression analysis. 
Quan et al. (1998) [15] also used a multi-sensor approach, by combining an acoustic 
emission sensor and a power sensor to detect tool wear with 96% accuracy and calculate 
actual tool wear with 90% accuracy. They concluded that using a multi-sensor approach, 
with a neural network to evaluate the multi-sensor data, improved tool wear detection 
accuracy over a single-sensor method under complex and changing machining conditions. 
In 1999, Chen and Chen [4] developed a system for detecting tool breakage in end-
milling operations, with approximately 90% accuracy, using an accelerometer. They based 
their system upon earlier systems that used accelerometers to detect tool wear in turning 
operations and both tool wear and tool breakage in drilling operations. Chen and Chen used 
accelerometers rather than acoustic emission sensors or dynamometers to help reduce costs, 
improve reliability, simplify device setup, and remove the need for changing the 
measurement mechanism. They also noted two primary limitations of the method: (1) cutting 
parameter, tool, and workpiece material dependent detection thresholds and (2) false tool 
breakage detection in the presence of chatter vibration. 
Choudhury et al. (1999) [6] developed a method for predicting tool wear in turning 
operations, with 94% accuracy, using fiber optics and a neural network to measure workpiece 
diameter variations. 
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Dimla (1999) [7] used a multi-sensor approach for predicting tool wear in turning 
operations, using a dynamometer for measuring cutting force and an accelerometer for 
measuring vibration. Dimla used a single-layer neural network to achieve 73-93% tool 
classification accuracy and a multi-layer neural network to achieve 81-98% tool 
classification accuracy. 
Grovekar (2000) [8] used a contact piezoelectric acoustic emission sensor with spectral 
analysis to classify chip form and a dynamometer with nonlinear time series analysis to 
detect tool wear and chatter vibration in turning operations. 
Li et al. (2000) [11] re-visited using a servomotor current sensor to detect tool wear, to 
help overcome the apparent disadvantages of prior tool monitoring solutions: high 
cost/performance ratios and effective performance only over a limited range of cutting 
conditions. In particular, although using dynamometers to measure cutting force had emerged 
as one of the most popular methods for monitoring tool wear, using dynamometers in an 
industrial environment did not seem practical due to high cost, negative impact on cutting 
system rigidity, and limitations on stroke length due to the dynamometer wiring harness. 
Prior to Li et al.'s [11] work, servomotor current sensors had been used to successfully 
detect tool breakage but had not been used successfully for accurate tool wear detection. Li et 
al. concluded that using current sensors demonstrated several advantages over using 
dynamometers: lower cost, less obtrusiveness, less interference in the working zone, easier 
retrofitting, and a simpler hardware configuration. However, they concluded, once again, that 
using current sensors did not work well for light cuts, since current signal variations due to 
tool wear were difficult to detect within the total current signal. 
In 2002, Li [10] also reviewed the use of acoustic emission sensors for machine condition 
monitoring. Li rated AE sensors as one of the most effective for sensing tool wear, since AE 
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sensors respond to a much higher range of frequencies than other sensors, while they do not 
interfere with cutting operations. 
From Li's review [11] and previously cited references, prior methods for processing AE 
signals to extract signal features for tool wear monitoring included time series analysis, fast 
Fourier transforms (FFTs), short-time Fourier transforms (STFTs), Wigner-Ville 
distributions, and wavelet transforms. Prior methods for classifying tool wear from given 
signal characteristics included regression analysis, pattern classification, decision trees, group 
method data handling, fuzzy classification, neural networks, sensor fusion, and data fusion. 
In 2002, Sick [17] reviewed 138 prior publications related to tool wear monitoring in 
turning operations. Sick still rated even the most promising tool wear monitoring methods 
not marketable due to lack of precision and insufficient generalization capability (operation 
restricted to a single machine tool, to a specific combination of work material and tool 
coating, or a small range of cutting conditions). According to Sick's review, most prior tool 
wear monitoring systems for turning operations have used neural networks for classifying 
tool wear. For neural network classification systems, improving generalization capability has 
required long training sessions. 
From Sick's review [17], tool wear monitoring remains a difficult problem yet to be 
solved. From the research to date, machining processes have been classified as non-linear 
time-variant systems, which are difficult to model. In addition, sensor limitations have made 
machining processes difficult to measure. To help improve generalization capability, Sick 
proposed a method for "normalizing" measured force signals using influence factors based 
upon cutting conditions (such as tool geometry and workpiece material) and considering 
temporal signal characteristics, to separate signal changes due to cutting conditions from 
signal changes due to tool wear. 
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Thus, a practical low-cost solution to the automated tool monitoring problem apparently 
has not yet been found. Many approaches have been tried, but a consensus concerning the 
best approach for industrial use, with good performance over a wide range of cutting 
conditions, has not yet emerged. Further research using new low-cost sensors may bring 
automated tool wear monitoring systems to the level of performance needed for practical use 
in industry. 
1.2 Wireless torque sensor 
A recent (2001) international patent application (WO 01/73389 Al) describes a non-
contact method for measuring mechanical torque, force, or pressure [19]. The described 
method uses a vibrating string element to sense changes in the measured quantity (torque, 
force, or pressure). Variations in the measured quantity change the tension in the vibrating 
string, and thus change the vibration frequency of the string element. 
The patent application describes the discovery of a new phenomenon. According to the 
patent application, "a microwave signal can be amplitude modulated by a mechanically 
oscillating object in the signal path between a transmitter and receiver." The patent 
application also describes experiments conducted to verify the phenomenon, using an 
approximately 10 cm long guitar string segment, in oscillation at 150 Hz, to amplitude 
modulate a 1.3 GHz microwave signal. By changing the oscillation frequency of the guitar 
string to 230 Hz, the inventor measured a change in microwave signal amplitude modulation 
that followed the change in frequency. The resulting amplitude modulation is apparently 
proportional to the vibration frequency of the string element, and is thus proportional to the 
original measured quantity (torque, force, or pressure). 
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The patent application further describes several possible applications for the phenomenon, 
including a method for measuring the torque in a rotating axle. As shown in Figure 1, the 
method uses a string element placed along a main tension line of the axle. A mounting 
mechanism holds the string away from the surface of the axle, so that the string can oscillate 
freely. Natural system vibrations, or a clapper, induce string vibration. As torque in the axle 
changes, the oscillation frequency of the string also changes. Again, a high-frequency 
electromagnetic signal source radiates the vibrating string. Variations in the amplitude of the 
reflected high-frequency signal indicate variations in torque within the rotating axle. The 
method has reportedly been used to detect cutting on a manual lathe. 
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Figure 1 : Method for measuring torque 
(World Intellectual Property Organization, 2001, permission granted) 
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2. Purpose 
The purpose of our study was to demonstrate a new method for detecting tool wear, using 
a high-frequency wireless transmitter/receiver alone, without a vibrating string. 
If the new method can be used to successfully detect tool wear on a CNC lathe, the method 
could be used in an in-process tool wear monitoring system. With an in-process tool wear 
monitoring system, worn cutting tools could be detected and replaced, without stopping 
production processes needlessly. 
The new method could replace or augment other proposed methods for in-process tool 
wear detection to improve productivity in automated manufacturing systems. 
3. Methodology 
Figures 2-3 show the experimental setup used to test the proposed tool wear detection 
method. As shown in Figure 2, tests were conducted on a Clausing/Colchester Storm A50 
CNC lathe. A sensor was constructed, composed of a Doppler radar motion detector (high-
frequency electromagnetic signal source) and an electronic filter (Figure 3). 
The Doppler radar motion detector and electronic filter were placed in a protective plastic 
box, and the box was placed under the CNC machine cutting tool - workpiece contact area. 
Distance from the center axis of the cylindrical workpiece to the Doppler radar motion 
detector was approximately 14.61 cm (5.75 inches). 
Eighteen cuts were conducted on a cylindrical aluminum workpiece, using both a worn 
and a new cutting tool, and various cutting parameters. In addition, nine noise signal samples 
were taken while the workpiece was rotating without being cut (samples NI - N9 in Table 
1). 
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Figure 2: Experimental setup 
Figure 3: Sensor 
Table 1 shows the experiment design for the 27 planned experimental cutting conditions. 
For cuts, feed rate was set to 0.0025, 0.0050, or 0.0100 inches/revolution. Depth of cut was 
set to 0.010, 0.015, or 0.020 inches. For each cut, either a worn tool or a new tool was used. 
The order of the cuts was randomized within groups (cutting with worn tool, cutting with 
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new tool, and noise). The CNC lathe uses English (rather than metric) units. Therefore, Table 
1 lists settings for feed rate and depth of cut in English units. 
Table 1: Experiment design 
Cut Order Feed Rate (in/rev) 
Depth of Cut 
(in) Tool 
CI 7 0.0025 0.010 worn 
C2 9 0.0025 0.015 worn 
C3 2 0.0025 0.020 worn 
C4 4 0.0050 0.010 worn 
C5 1 0.0050 0.015 worn 
C6 6 0.0050 0.020 worn 
C7 3 0.0100 0.010 worn 
C8 8 0.0100 0.015 worn 
C9 5 0.0100 0.020 worn 
CIO 13 0.0025 0.010 new 
Cll 10 0.0025 0.015 new 
C12 14 0.0025 0.020 new 
C13 16 0.0050 0.010 new 
C14 15 0.0050 0.015 new 
C15 18 0.0050 0.020 new 
C16 12 0.0100 0.010 new 
C17 17 0.0100 0.015 new 
CIS 11 0.0100 0.020 new 
N1 25 0.0025 0.010 N/A 
N2 27 0.0025 0.015 N/A 
N3 20 0.0025 0.020 N/A 
N4 22 0.0050 0.010 N/A 
N5 19 0.0050 0.015 N/A 
N6 24 0.0050 0.020 N/A 
N7 21 0.0100 0.010 N/A 
N8 26 0.0100 0.015 N/A 
N9 23 0.0100 0.020 N/A 
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Table 2: Workpiece properties 
Manufacturer Alcoa 
Material Aluminum 6061 
Diameter 1.5 in 
Length 5.25 in 
Density 0.098 lb/in3 
Specific gravity 1090 
Modulus of elasticity tension 10 
Modulus of elasticity torsion 3.8 
Chemistry 
Aluminum balanced 
Chromium 0.04-0.35 
Copper 0.15-0.4 
Iron o
 
o
 
Magnesium 0.8-1.2 
Manganese 0.15 max 
Other 0.15 max 
Remainder Each 0.05 max 
Silicon 
00 ©
 
—
|-
©
 
Titanium 0.15 max 
Table 3: Tool properties 
Manufacturer Mitsubishi 
Body material tungsten carbide 
Coating material (3 layers) TiCN, A1203, TIN 
Tool symbol CNMA 432 
Tool geometry 
Shape rhombic 80 deg 
Clearance angle 0 deg 
Tolerance M class (± 0.003) 
Chip breaker none 
Inscribed circle size 1/2 inch 
Thickness 3/16 inch 
Nose size 1/32 inch 
Table 2 shows properties of the workpiece used for all cuts. Manufacturer specifications 
for the workpiece material properties were given in English units. 
Table 3 shows properties of the tools (worn and new) used for all cuts. Manufacturer 
specifications for tool properties were given in English units. Worn tools for the experiment 
were donated by a local manufacturer. The worn tools were taken from the manufacturer's 
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Figure 4: Typical worn and new tools used for the study 
Figure 5: DaqBook data collection system 
machine shop, following their normal tool replacement procedure. The worn tools show 
primarily flank wear; measurements were not taken to determine the exact amount of 
wear on the worn tool. Figure 4 shows typical worn and new tools used for the study. 
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An Omega DaqBook data collection system was used to sample the output signal from 
the Doppler motion detector/electronic filter combination, as shown in Figure 5. 
The output signal from the Doppler motion detector/electronic filter combination, for 
each cutting condition, was measured for 0.5 seconds with a 0.1 msec sampling period (10 
kHz sampling frequency). As a result, according to the Nyquist Sampling Theorem, the 
sampled data can be used to reconstruct frequency components up to 5 kHz in the original 
signal [18]. 
The Doppler radar motion detector used was a model MDU 1620 Motion Detector Unit 
from Microwave Solutions (http://www.microwave-solutions.com). The MDU 1620, an X-
band (10.525 GHz) microwave transceiver, "senses" motion using the Doppler shift 
phenomenon [13]. 
The MDU transmitter emits a low-level X-band microwave signal over a 72 degree 
(horizontal) by 36 degree (vertical) coverage pattern. A signal reflected from an object 
moving toward or away from the sensor increases or decreases in frequency, with respect to 
the original transmitted signal frequency. The MDU receiver captures the reflected signal, 
compares the transmitted and received frequencies, and produces an IF output signal with 
frequency proportional to the velocity of the moving object. IF output signal amplitude varies 
as a complex function of the size and reflectivity of the sensed object and the object's 
distance from the MDU. 
However, the investigators show that the MDU can be used for directly sensing metal-to-
metal contact during the cutting process, rather than the secondary amplitude modulation 
reported in patent application WO 01/73389 A1 [19], or the primary frequency variations due 
to signal reflection from moving objects described by the MDU manufacturer [13]. 
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To prevent aliasing during sampling, an electronic filter was used to band-limit the output 
signal from the Doppler radar motion detector before sampling, as shown in Figure 6. The 
electronic filter also effectively removes signals due to workpiece and cutting tool 
movement. 
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Figure 6: Electronic filter 
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The electronic filter uses a blocking capacitor to isolate the sensor from the filter, an 
amplifier stage to increase motion detector output signal level, two fourth-order high-pass 
filter stages to eliminate low-frequency noise, one fourth-order low-pass filter stage to band 
limit the measured signal and to eliminate high-frequency noise, and a final amplifier stage to 
match the output of the filter to the input range of the data collection system. 
As shown in Figure 7, theoretically, the filter effectively band limits the measured signal 
to between 2 and 4.5 kHz [14]. To meet the Nyquist Theorem sampling criterion, for a 10 
kHz sampling frequency, Swanson [18] recommends a band-limiting filter with an upper-
cutoff frequency less than or equal to 4 kHz. 
Finally, the captured data was analyzed using Math S oft MathCAD 2000i, Microsoft 
Excel 2002, and SAS IMP 5. 
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Figure 7: Electronic filter frequency response 
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4. Experimental results 
Figures 8-10 show representative captured signals and associated power spectra for the 
27 experimental measurements (9 noise measurements and 18 cutting measurements). Figure 
8 shows a representative signal for one of the 7 noise measurements. Figure 9 shows a 
representative signal for one of the cutting measurements with a worn tool. 
PowerN7i 
a) Noise 7 time response b) Noise 7 power spectrum 
Figure 8: Noise 7 (tool: N/A, feed rate: 0.0100, depth of cut: 0.010) 
3 
•3 1 2048 4095 
1 1 0  4  
Freq 
a) Cut 3 time response b) Cut 3 power spectrum 
Figure 9: Cut 3 (tool: worn, feed rate: 0.0100, depth of cut: 0.010) 
PowerC12j 
a) Cut 12 time response b) Cut 12 power spectrum 
Figure 10: Cut 12 (tool: new, feed rate: 0.0100, depth of cut: 0.010) 
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Figure 10 shows a representative signal for one of the cutting measurements with a new 
tool. Signal amplitude is measured in volts, time in tenths of milliseconds, power in Watts, 
and frequency in Hz. 
Although filtered, the signals for all tests (both cutting and noise) contained a strong low-
frequency component at about 25 Hz, which was later removed by earth grounding the power 
supply case. Therefore, to show the important differences between power spectra, Figures 8 -
10 show the measured power spectra between 250 - 2000 Hz. 
Visual inspection of the data reveals that the measured signals appear to be effectively 
band limited between about 500 Hz and 2 kHz, with most of the signal energy centered at 
about 1 kHz. There appears to be significantly more power in the cutting measurement 
signals than in the noise measurement signals. The cutting measurement signals also appear 
to have significantly higher amplitudes than the noise measurement signals. 
To determine if the visually apparent relationships and any additional relationships exist 
between measured signal characteristics and cutting conditions, the experimental results were 
statistically analyzed using multiple regression analysis. 
5. Data Analysis 
5.1 Relationships between measured signal characteristics and cutting 
First, to determine the most probable relationships between measured signal 
characteristics and whether or not cutting was taking place (controlling for feed rate, depth of 
cut, and tool wear), a full-factorial regression analysis was conducted for all 27 experimental 
measurements (18 cutting measurements and 9 noise measurements). Signal measurements 
were extracted from the sample data. As mentioned earlier, lathe cutting parameters were set 
before cutting passes were conducted. 
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Table 4 shows the response variables considered in the analysis of measured signal 
characteristics as a function of whether or not cutting was taking place. All response 
variables were considered continuous variables. 
Table 4: Response variables for cutting analysis 
Variable Name Measured Value Units 
Mean Signal mean Volts 
Average Amplitude Signal average amplitude Volts 
Maximum Amplitude Signal maximum amplitude Volts 
Total Power Signal total power Watts 
Table 5: Explanatory variables for cutting analysis 
Variable Name Measured Value Units 
Cutting Not cutting or cutting (0, 1) none 
Feed Rate Tool feed rate (0.0000, 0.0025, 0.0050, 0.0100) inches/sec 
Depth of Cut Depth of cut (0.000, 0.010, 0.015, 0.020) inches 
Tool No tool, worn tool, or new tool (-1, 0, 1) none 
Table 6: Relationships between signal average amplitude and cutting (R2 = 0.7178) 
Variable Name Parameter Estimate F-ratio p-value 
Cutting 0.30021456 8.705 0.0025 
Feed Rate 111.14822 5.154 0.0047 
Cutting * Feed Rate -111.20156 8.661 0.0091 
Depth of Cut 45.1027385 6.927 0.0017 
Feed Rate * Depth of Cut -12963.247 8.889 0.0023 
Tool 0.93038422 5.653 0.0044 
Feed Rate * Tool -257.3246 7.715 0.0041 
Depth of Cut * Tool -49.9641 7.502 0.0046 
Feed Rate * Depth of Cut * Tool 14182.4209 9 686 0.0063 
Table 7: Relationships between signal maximum amplitude and cutting (R2 = 0.8663) 
Variable Name Parameter Estimate F-ratio p-value 
Cutting -4.7998771 18 831 0.0000 
Feed Rate -538.48579 10.834 0.0002 
Cutting * Feed Rate 550.656836 20.303 0.0002 
Depth of Cut -336.21717 6.171 0.0041 
Feed Rate * Depth of Cut 55430.9653 14.143 0.0013 
Tool 1.15825037 3.179 0.0644 
Depth of Cut * Tool -95.197096 4.291 0.0522 
Table 8: Relationships between signal total power and cutting (R2 = 0.1185) 
Variable Name Parameter Estimate F-ratio p-value 
Cutting -0.0517048 3.361 0.0787 
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Table 5 shows the explanatory variables considered in the analysis of measured signal 
characteristics as a function of whether or not cutting was taking place. Feed Rate and Depth 
of Cut were considered continuous variables. Cutting and Tool were considered nominal 
variables. 
Tables 6-8 show the most probable relationships between signal characteristics and 
whether or not cutting was taking place, controlling for both feed rate and depth of cut. No 
significant relationships were found between signal mean and whether or not cutting was 
taking place (at a = 0.1). For a given null hypothesis, Ramsey and Schafer [16] indicate that 
p-values between 0 - 0.01 provide strong evidence, p-values between 0.01 and 0.05 provide 
moderate evidence, p-values between 0.05 and 0.10 provide suggestive but inconclusive 
evidence, and p-values greater than 0.1 provide no evidence against the null hypothesis. For 
the given study, an a level of 0.1 was used to reject null hypotheses (identify significant 
relationships), since the study was an exploratory study conducted to identify the most 
probable, even weak, relationships between signal characteristics and whether or not cutting 
was taking place. 
Based upon the findings in Tables 6-8, the best logistic regression model found for 
predicting Cutting contains Maximum Amplitude, controlling for both Feed Rate and Depth 
of Cut. Tables 9-10 show the whole model test and parameter estimates for the given 
logistic regression model. 
The logistic regression model explains, within the accuracy of the program used for 
analysis, 100% of the variability in cutting (R2 = 1.0000). For the given data, Table 11 shows 
that the logistic regression model correctly predicts noise versus cutting measurements for all 
27 data points, or 100% of the time. 
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Table 9: Whole model test for cutting logistic regression model 
Model -Log Likelihood DF Chi Square p-value 
Difference 17.185883 4 34.37177 <0.0001 
Full 0.000000 
Reduced 17.185883 
Table 10: Parameter estimates for cutting logistic regression model 
Term Estimate Std Error Chi Square p-value 
Intercept 27.7812223 16336.008 0.00 0.9986 
Feed Rate 109.017655 0 99999 0.0000 
Depth of Cut -3181.5021 2116996.5 0.00 0.9988 
Feed Rate * Depth of Cut -125189.7 0 99999 0.0000 
Maximum Amplitude -9.4239585 11778.009 0.00 0 9994 
Feed Rate * Maximum Amplitude -318.7152 896275.64 0.00 0 9997 
Depth of Cut * Maximum Amplitude 628.861685 716663.29 0.00 0.9993 
Feed Rate * Depth of Cut * Maximum Amplitude 39093.1611 0 99999 0.0000 
Table 11 : Logistic model cutting prediction results 
Experiment Prob[l] Prob[0] Actual Cutting Predicted Cutting 
C7 1 5.6954e-12 cutting cutting 
C9 1 7.5105e-14 cutting cutting 
C2 1 1.56103e-9 cutting cutting 
C4 1 4.9146e-ll cutting cutting 
CI 1 4.8452e-14 cutting cutting 
C6 1 5.8427e-16 cutting cutting 
C3 1 4.2288e-10 cutting cutting 
C8 1 6.8028e-15 cutting cutting 
C5 1 7.947e-10 cutting cutting 
C13 1 8.1861e-10 cutting cutting 
C10 1 1.14644e-9 cutting cutting 
C14 0.99999999 7.2200 le-9 cutting cutting 
C16 1 1.27637e-9 cutting cutting 
C15 1 1.91175e-9 cutting cutting 
C18 1 2.8118e-10 cutting cutting 
C12 1 3.1963e-10 cutting cutting 
C17 1 2.1549e-15 cutting cutting 
C l l  1 4.7077e-15 cutting cutting 
N7 6.8025e-10 1 noise noise 
N9 6.0445e-10 1 noise noise 
N2 2.6571e-10 1 noise noise 
N4 1.11224e-9 1 noise noise 
N1 2.1338e-10 1 noise noise 
N6 5.1386e-9 0.99999999 noise noise 
N3 4.8201e-10 1 noise noise 
N8 1.1286e-10 1 noise noise 
N5 5 0361e-ll 1 noise noise 
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5.2 Relationships between measured signal characteristics and tool wear 
Next, to determine the most probable relationships between measured signal 
characteristics and tool wear (controlling for feed rate and depth of cut), a full factorial 
regression analysis was conducted for the 18 experimental measurements taken while cutting 
was taking place. 
Table 12 shows the response variables considered in the analysis of measured signal 
characteristics as a function of tool wear. All response variables were considered continuous 
variables. 
Table 13 shows the explanatory variables considered in the analysis of measured signal 
characteristics as a function tool wear. All of the explanatory variables were considered 
nominal variables. 
Table 12: Response variables for tool wear analysis 
Variable Name Measured Value Units 
Mean Signal mean Volts 
Average Amplitude Signal average amplitude Volts 
Maximum Amplitude Signal maximum amplitude Volts 
Total Power Signal total power Watts 
Table 13: Explanatory variables for tool wear analysis 
Variable Name Measured Value Units 
Feed Rate Tool feed rate (0.0025, 0.0050, 0.0100) inches/sec 
Depth of Cut Depth of cut (0.010, 0.015, 0.020) inches 
Tool Worn tool, or new tool (0, 1) none 
Table 14: Relationships between signal average amplitude and tool wear (R2 = 0.9477) 
Variable Name Parameter Estimate F-ratio p-value 
Feed Rate -0.1893195 31799 0.0000 
Depth of Cut -0.2096784 34.764 0.0000 
Feed Rate * Depth of Cut 0.24807798 49.707 0.0000 
Tool -0.215661 26.304 0.0000 
Feed Rate * Tool 0.24616859 36 990 0.0000 
Depth of Cut * Tool 0.24437063 36.716 0.0000 
Feed Rate * Depth of Cut * Tool -0.2432493 48.730 0.0000 
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Table 15: Relationships between signal maximum amplitude and tool wear (R2 = 0.2507) 
Variable Name Parameter Estimate F-ratio p-value 
Feed Rate -0.7575687 5.355 0.0343 
Table 16: Relationships between signal total power and tool wear (R2 = 0.4836) 
Variable Name Parameter Estimate F-ratio p-value 
Feed Rate -0.0781997 3.354 0.0646 
Depth of Cut -0.0605351 5.190 0.0206 
Feed Rate * Depth of Cut 0.07018009 3.978 0.0659 
Table 17: Whole model test for tool wear logistic regression model 
Model -Log Likelihood DF Chi Square p-value 
Difference 12.475367 7 24.95073 0.0008 
Full 0.001282 
Reduced 12.476649 
Table 18: Parameter estimates for tool wear logistic regression model 
Term Estimate Std Error Chi Square p-value 
Intercept 352.348494 4339.9553 0.01 0.9353 
Feed Rate -89691.209 189686.38 0.22 0.6363 
Depth of Cut 16631.6759 197580 0.01 0.9329 
Feed Rate * Depth of Cut 2256142 0 99999 0.0000 
Average Amplitude -9491.6756 24767.131 0.15 0.7015 
Feed Rate * Average Amplitude 1068719.41 1354867.4 0.62 0.4302 
Depth of Cut * Average Amplitude -93759.686 1168478.3 0.01 0.9360 
Feed Rate * Depth of Cut * Average Amplitude -28375.288 0 99999 0.0000 
Total Power 20451.6765 17036.841 1.44 0.2300 
Feed Rate * Total Power -2784197.2 0 99999 0.0000 
Depth of Cut * Total Power 617155.585 0 99999 0.0000 
Average Amplitude * Total Power -15293.714 31452.768 0.24 0.6268 
Feed Rate * Average Amplitude * Total Power 909474.12 0 99999 0.0000 
Depth of Cut * Average Amplitude * Total Power -1285128.6 0 99999 0.0000 
Tables 14 - 16 show the most probable relationships between signal characteristics and 
whether a worn tool or new tool was used for cutting, controlling for both feed rate and depth 
of cut. No significant relationships were found between signal mean and whether a worn tool 
or new tool was used for cutting (a = 0.1). 
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Based upon the findings in Tables 14 - 16, the best logistic regression model found for 
predicting Tool contains Average Amplitude and Total Power, controlling for both Feed Rate 
and Depth of Cut. Tables 17-18 show the whole model test and parameter estimates for the 
given logistic regression model. 
The logistic regression model explains, within the accuracy of the program used for 
analysis, 99.99% of the variability in tool wear (R2 = 0.9999). For the given data, Table 19 
shows that the logistic regression model correctly predicts worn versus new tool for all 18 
cutting measurements, or 100% of the time. 
Table 19: Logistic model tool wear prediction results 
Experiment Prob[l] Prob[0] Actual Tool Predicted Tool 
7 0.00000652 0.99999348 worn worn 
9 3.3719e-80 1 worn worn 
2 6.89815e-7 0 99999931 worn worn 
4 0.00000413 0.99999587 worn worn 
1 1.0165e-91 1 worn worn 
6 0.00040894 0.99959106 worn worn 
3 5.6732e-41 1 worn worn 
8 0.00021951 0.99978049 worn worn 
5 0.00000109 0.99999891 worn worn 
13 1 3.7619e-35 new new 
10 1 1.2381e-14 new new 
14 1 3.1948e-73 new new 
16 1 1.348e-l 15 new new 
15 0.99996593 0 00003407 new new 
18 1 0 new new 
12 1 1.7865e-73 new new 
17 0.99976332 0 00023668 new new 
11 0.99962994 0 00037006 new new 
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5.2 Summary of findings 
Analysis of the data provides evidence of significant relationships between sensor output 
signal characteristics (such as average amplitude, maximum amplitude, and total power) and 
whether or not cutting is taking place. 
Cutting combined with feed rate, depth of cut, tool, and interaction terms explain 71.78%, 
86.63%), and 11.85% of the variability in signal average amplitude, maximum amplitude, and 
total power, respectively. No significant relationships were found between signal mean and 
cutting parameters (a = 0.1). 
Much of the variability in signal characteristics remains unexplained. Either the measured 
signals themselves have a high degree of inherent variability, or other unexplained factors 
contribute significantly to the variability in the measured signals. However, the strongest 
relationship appears to be between signal maximum amplitude and whether or not cutting 
was taking place. 
The best logistic regression model found for predicting whether cutting was taking place 
or not contains signal maximum amplitude, controlling for both feed rate and depth of cut. 
The model explains, within the accuracy of the software tools used, 100% of the variability 
in cutting versus non-cutting measurements (R2 = 1.0000) and, for the given data, accurately 
predicts whether or not cutting was taking place for all 27 of the measurements (100% 
prediction accuracy). 
Analysis of the data also provides evidence of significant relationships between sensor 
output signal characteristics (such as average amplitude, maximum amplitude, and total 
power) and whether a worn tool or new tool was used for cutting. 
Tool combined with feed rate, depth of cut, and interaction terms explain 94.77%, 
25.07%), and 48.36% of the variability in signal average amplitude, maximum amplitude, and 
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total power, respectively. No significant relationships were found between signal mean and 
the explanatory variables (a = 0.1). 
Again, much of the variability in signal characteristics remains unexplained. Either the 
measured signals themselves have a high degree of inherent variability, or other unexplained 
factors contribute significantly to the variability in the measured signals. However, the 
strongest relationships appear to be between signal average amplitude and signal total power 
and whether a worn tool or new tool was used during cutting. 
The best logistic regression model found for predicting whether a worn tool or new tool 
was used during cutting contains signal average amplitude and signal total power, controlling 
for both feed rate and depth of cut. The model explains, within the accuracy of the software 
tools used, 99.99% of the variability in tool wear (R2 = 0.9999) and, for the given data, 
accurately predicts whether or not a worn tool or new tool was used for cutting for all 18 
cutting measurements (100% prediction accuracy). 
6. Conclusions 
The experimental results indicate that a Doppler radar detector alone can be used to 
detect tool wear on a CNC lathe. To date, the authors have not conclusively determined the 
reason that the Doppler radar detector responds to metal-cutting operations. However the 
authors believe that the sensor responds to metal-to-metal contact noise generated during the 
cutting process. The authors have conducted simple experiments to show that the sensor 
responds when two pieces of metal are struck against each other, outside the CNC lathe 
cutting environment. They have also conducted experiments to show that the Doppler radar 
detector responds to metal-to-metal contact noise rather than, or more strongly than, to 
signals generated by a vibrating string. 
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Two pieces of metal, when struck against each other, apparently send acoustic waves 
through not only the surrounding air, but also through the two pieces of metal. The Doppler 
radar detector may sense acoustic waves traveling in the metal material. The finding may be 
related to a similar finding reported by Albanese et al., who used microwave interrogating 
signals to sense moving acoustic interfaces in dielectric materials for estimating material 
dielectric properties [1], 
The finding also offers a simpler, more practical, method for detecting cutting and tool 
wear than the method proposed by patent application WO 01/73389 Al, which uses both a 
microwave transmitter/receiver and a vibrating string. In a machine tool wear monitoring 
system, a vibrating string, particularly when excited by a clapper, would, most likely, be 
prone to failure and might require frequent tension adjustment. 
The new method could also replace or augment other proposed methods for in-process 
tool wear detection and, thus, help bring automated tool wear monitoring systems to the level 
of performance needed for practical use in industry. The proposed Doppler radar detector, or 
a similar re-designed sensor, could be used alone or combined with prior artificial 
intelligence techniques (fuzzy logic and neural networks), expert systems, multi-sensor 
systems, and/or signal normalization techniques. With an in-process tool wear monitoring 
system, worn cutting tools could be detected and replaced, without stopping production 
processes needlessly. 
7. Recommendations for further study 
The given experimental setup generates electrical signals that contain information 
concerning whether cutting is taking place or not, as well as for whether a worn tool or new 
tool is used for cutting. However, further study is needed to determine the exact reason for 
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the Doppler radar detector's response during CNC lathe metal-cutting operations. 
Experiments are needed to determine if, in fact, the Doppler radar detector is sensing 
traveling acoustic waves in the metal workpiece and/or tool during the cutting process. The 
measured signals also show a relatively high degree of unexplained variability, especially 
when considering both non-cutting and cutting experiments. Therefore, further study is 
needed to identify possible unexplained factors. 
To make the method robust enough for industrial use, additional study is needed to 
develop algorithms which can accurately predict tool wear, or when cutting is taking place, 
for several sequential experiments. Prior related research suggests that artificial intelligence 
techniques (fuzzy logic and neural networks), expert systems, multi-sensor systems, and/or 
signal normalization techniques might improve prediction capabilities across multiple 
experiments. 
The proposed tool wear detection system could be improved with better sensor 
placement. During the cutting experiment, the sensor responded to cutting chips bouncing on 
the top cover of the protective plastic box used to house the sensor. To prevent chip noise, 
chips were periodically cleaned from the cover of the plastic box with an air stream. A 
mounting location above the cutting site could eliminate the problem. 
The Doppler motion detector used was designed specifically for detecting object motion, 
rather that the apparent phenomenon related to metal-to-metal contact. Further study is 
needed to develop a sensor specifically designed to meet the needs of the given application. 
Two characteristics of the sensor create possible limitations of the method. First, to 
maintain signal-to-noise ratio and prevent circuit saturation, the gain of the electronic filter 
used to amplify and band limit the sensor signal may need to be set to match the response of 
any particular machine tool setup. Second, the sensor used responds strongly to motion, 
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fluorescent light, and other electrical noise. To reduce sensor response to motion, fluorescent 
light, and other electrical noise, the electronic filter was designed with a narrow frequency 
pass band and the fluorescent light inside the turning center cabinet was covered with 
aluminum foil. The turning center cabinet provided adequate shielding from room fluorescent 
light and other electrical noise sources. 
In their next round of related research, the authors intend to further study the reason for 
the Doppler radar's response to the metal-cutting operations, place the sensor in a better 
location, and expand the range of materials and cutting conditions which can be handled by 
the proposed method. 
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Abstract 
To be useful, industrial robots must meet positioning accuracy requirements for their 
given applications. Off-line calibration generally improves robot positioning accuracy to 
levels needed for open-loop use in most industrial applications. Applications that require 
greater accuracy with respect to external assemblies generally turn to closed-loop control or 
passive compliance. However, industrial robot systems do not generally monitor in-process 
robot position to detect machine faults that can lead to product faults, scrap, machine 
damage, and additional costs. The investigators developed a low-cost industrial robot 
position monitoring method using a Doppler motion detector. The method detects position 
errors at robot repeatability levels. 
Introduction 
Most industrial robots can return repeatedly to the same location in space quite precisely; 
they typically meet published repeatability specifications on the order of 0.5 mm. On the 
other hand, most industrial robots cannot move as precisely to a specified (x, y, z) position in 
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space; they typically meet published accuracy specifications roughly an order of magnitude 
higher (typically 10 mm or worse) (Owens, 1994). 
In many cases, published repeatability specifications meet positioning accuracy needs in 
industrial robot applications, such as spot welding, spray painting, and assembly. However, 
published positioning accuracy specifications often do not meet industry needs, when using 
off-line programming rather than manual teaching methods. For example, spot welding 
operations generally require moderate positioning accuracy, while assembly operations 
generally require precise positioning accuracy. 
To meet application positioning accuracy requirements, most robot users turn to off-line 
calibration to bring positioning accuracy close to robot repeatability levels (Owens, 1994). 
Off-line calibration generally consists of the following five steps: 
1. Move the robot into several poses (positions and orientations). 
2. Measure and record the precise 3D workspace coordinates of the robot tool center 
point (TCP) at each pose. 
3. Read and record the corresponding position of the robot, from the robot controller, at 
each pose. 
4. Use the differences between measured 3D workspace coordinates and corresponding 
positions read from the robot controller to correct the parameters in the kinematic 
model used by the controller to position the robot. 
5. During robot operation, use the corrected kinematic model to compute adjusted 
positions in space and then command the robot to move to the adjusted positions 
(which causes the robot to move to the actual desired positions). 
The number of calibration poses used and the corresponding link positions for each pose 
must be selected to provide the information needed to accurately compute the kinematic 
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model parameters (Robinson, Orzechowski, James, & Smith, 1997). For example, Owens 
(1994) used 25 different poses, while Rocadas and McMaster (1997) used 50 different poses. 
To measure pose positions precisely enough to complete calibration, robot manufacturers 
generally use expensive measurement devices, such as theodolites, coordinate measurement 
machines, or laser tracking systems (Mayer & Parker, 1994; Nakamura, Itaya, Yamamoto, & 
Koyama, 1995; Owens, 1994). Such systems generally cannot be used for calibrating robots 
in factory environments, due to cost and space limitations. However, re-calibration may be 
needed after robot repair, collisions with the workpiece or other objects in the workspace 
environment, or over time as encoders or servo systems drift (Owens, 1994). 
As a result, prior research offers many low-cost systems for calibrating robots off-line 
within factory environments. Low-cost methods for measuring robot position during 
calibration include cables (Owens, 1994), cameras (van Albada, Lagerberg, & Visser, 1994), 
dial gauges (Xu & Mills, 1999), and trigger probes with constraint planes (Zhong & Lewis, 
1995). 
Calibration deals effectively with geometric errors, which reportedly account for 90% of 
positioning accuracy errors. In particular, calibration effectively removes differences in 
individual robot link lengths and differences in individual robot joint zero positions due to 
(Rocadas & McMaster, 1994; Owens, 1994): 
1. Manufacturing tolerances, 
2. Joint transducer offset, and 
3. Joint axis misalignment. 
Calibration cannot remove remaining non-geometric errors due to (Rocadas & McMaster, 
1994): 
1. Joint and link compliance, 
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2. Gear backlash, and 
3. Varying inertia. 
However, the magnitude of the remaining, non-geometric sources of position inaccuracy is 
on the order of robot repeatability, and is, therefore, generally ignored. 
After calibration, industrial robots, run open-loop without additional control or 
intervention, have met the accuracy needs of most current industrial applications (spot 
welding, material handling, workpiece handling, and assembly). 
When open-loop use of robots has not met a given industrial application's needs, closed-
loop-control or passive compliance has been used. For example, for arc welding, laser-based 
vision systems have been used to locate and track welding seams (Agapakis, Katz, Friedman, 
& Epstein, 1990). For assembly, passive compliance devices, such as remote center 
compliance (RCC) devices, have been used to align components for mating (Bruyninckx et 
al., 2001; Boubekri & Sherif, 1990). 
However, on-line sources of robot position error have been largely ignored. Collisions 
with the workpiece or other objects in the workplace environment, encoder errors, or servo 
drift can cause robot position to drift out of specification, leading to product faults, scrap, 
machine damage, and additional costs. Such in-process errors are generally not detected until 
product faults are detected during product inspection. 
Generally, sensors and methods used for calibrating robots cannot be used for in-process 
monitoring, because the mechanisms interfere with in-process robot operation (e.g., cable 
measuring systems, cameras, pointers, and calibration plates) or do not work well during in-
process operations. For example, laser and optical sensors are difficult to place, since their 
optical paths are easily blocked by workpieces or parts of the robot. In addition, smoke or 
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sparks from welding, or fluids in other manufacturing processes, can interfere with proper 
laser and optical sensor operation. 
Thus, typically, the only counter measures currently used to prevent in-process errors are 
regularly scheduled robot re-calibration or production line stops when product faults are 
detected in inspection. However, detecting product faults after they occur is costly. Regular 
calibration, when not needed, is also expensive. Shop-floor recalibration of a single robot can 
take up to six hours or more (Owens, 1994). The wasted manpower time spent is an 
unnecessary excess cost. 
Purpose 
Thus, the investigators developed a simple, low-cost method for detecting in-process 
robot position errors. The method uses a low-cost Doppler motion detector unit placed at one 
or more critical robot work positions. The small detector can be easily located near critical 
work positions. Motion signals from the motion detector unit (MDU) are monitored as a time 
series, and statistical quality control methods indicate when robot position drift or other 
process faults occur. When faults are detected, signals can be generated to halt the robot and 
trigger alarms. Alarms signal the need for robot service or re-calibration. Halting the robot at 
the earliest sign of possible position errors can help prevent product faults, scrap, machine 
damage, and additional costs. 
Experimental Setup 
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup used to develop and test the proposed position error 
detection method. A Seiko D-TRAN RT-2000 robot was used for testing. The Seiko robot 
has a cylindrical configuration with four axes R (radial), T (rotational), Z (vertical), and 
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Figure 1: Experimental setup 
Table 1: Seiko D-TRAN RT-2000 repeatability and accuracy specifications 
Axis Repeatability Resolution 
R ± 0.025 nun (0.001 in) 0.025 nun (0.001 in) 
T ± 0.025 mm (0.001 in) 0.003 deg 
Z ± 0.025 nun (0.001 in) 0.012 mm (0.0005 in) 
A ± 0.025 nun (0.001 in) 0.005 deg 
A (gripper rotation). Table 1 shows published repeatability and resolution specifications for 
each of the four robot axes. Robot reach in the R direction is 597 mm (23 .5 in), maximum 
rotation about the T-axis is ± 145 degrees, stroke in the Z direction is 120 mm (4.72 in), and 
maximum rotation about the A-axis is ± 145 degrees. 
The given robot controller stores a single calibration constant related to the fully 
extended length of the robot R axis. To calibrate the robot, the user must attach a rigid 
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fixture, which has a precise length, to the robot and reset a stored calibration constant. 
Subsequently, on power-up the robot must be homed to re-calibrate the robot TCP to the zero 
location of the workspace coordinate system. Homing moves the robot in each of the four 
axes to fixed limit switches and, thus, recalibrates the robot's internal servo encoders for the 
power-on position of the TCP zero point. Other commercial industrial robots use similar 
means to re-adjust the TCP to an accurate zero location. For example, Motoman, Inc. uses a 
special fixture (ToolSight) containing three LED sensors to re-center their welding robots 
(Forcinio, 1999). 
For the experiments conducted, after robot homing, the robot was commanded to move 
from home position to a test point in the robot workspace coordinate system. As shown in 
Figure 2: Sensor circuit 
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Figure 2, a dial gauge, with a scale in English units, was used to accurately measure relative 
robot positions around the given test position. Figure 2 also shows the sensor circuit, 
composed of a Doppler radar motion detector and a low-pass filter, which was developed for 
measuring robot motion. The Doppler radar motion detector used was a model MDU 1620 
Motion Detector Unit from Microwave Solutions (http://www.microwave-solutions.com). 
The MDU 1620 is an X-band (10.525 GHz) microwave transceiver that uses the Doppler 
shift phenomenon to "sense" motion (Microwave Solutions, 2002). The MDU 1620 Motion 
Detector Unit produces an intermediate frequency (IF) output signal with frequency 
proportional to the velocity of the moving object. IF output signal amplitude varies as a 
complex function of the size and reflectivity of the sensed object and the object's distance 
from the MDU (Microwave Solutions, 2002). 
An Omega DaqP-308 data collection system was used to sample the output signal from 
the Doppler motion detector/1 ow-pass filter combination. After each command issued to 
move the robot from home position to the test position, the output signal from the Doppler 
motion detector/low-pass filter combination was measured for 4 seconds with a 0.1 msec 
sampling period (10 kHz sampling frequency). As a result, according to the Nyquist 
Theorem, the sampled data can be used to reconstruct frequency components up to 5 kHz in 
the original signal (Swanson, 2000). 
To prevent aliasing during sampling, an electronic filter was used to band-limit the output 
signal from the Doppler radar motion detector before sampling, as shown in Figure 3. The 
low-pass filter uses an amplifier stage to increase motion detector output signal level, a 
fourth-order low-pass filter stage to band limit the measured signal and to eliminate high-
frequency noise, and a final amplifier stage to match the output of the filter to the input range 
of the data collection system. 
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Figure 4 shows the theoretical frequency response of the filter. To meet the Nyquist sampling 
criterion, Swanson (2000) recommends using a band-limiting filter with an upper cut-off 
frequency which is roughly 0.4 times the sampling frequency. Thus, filter components were 
chosen such that the cut-off frequency of the fourth-order low-pass filter is 3.39 kHz 
(Millman & Halkias, 1972). 
Captured data was analyzed using MathWorks Matlab (Version 6.5.0.1924 Release 13) 
and SAS JMP 5. 
Five experiments were run to develop and test the proposed method for detecting on-line 
robot position errors, for robot motions in a single axis direction. Future studies will consider 
multi-axis robot position errors. Experiments 1 and 2 were run to verify that the robot used 
for testing met the manufacturer's published repeatability and resolution specifications, to 
verify that a dial gauge could be used to precisely measure robot position, and to characterize 
the drift characteristics of the robot over an extended period of cycling. Experiment 3 was 
run to develop a measure of robot position from sensor signals and to determine the precision 
of the sensor signal measure for robot moves to a single test position. Experiment 4 was run 
to establish a linear regression relationship between the robot position measure, which was 
developed in Experiment 3, and actual (induced) robot position errors. Experiment 5 was run 
to develop a robot position error detection model, from Experiment 3 and Experiment 4 
results, and to test the prediction model for random robot moves about a single test position. 
The same experimental setup was used for all five experiments. 
The results of each experiment were used to adjust subsequent experiments, if needed. 
Since an incremental methodology was used, intermediate conclusions are reported with 
results from each experiment. Final conclusions are reported in the conclusions section at the 
end of the paper. 
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Experiment 1 
The objectives of Experiment 1 were to: 
1. Experimentally verify the repeatability of the Seiko D-TRAN RT-2000 robot used for 
testing, 
2. Experimentally verify that a dial gauge could be used to precisely measure robot 
position, and 
3. Experimentally determine if there is significant drift in the robot during cycling. 
The method used to experimentally determine robot repeatability and drift characteristics 
consisted of five steps: 
1. Command the robot to move to a test position 20 times, 
2. Measure the position of the robot using a dial gauge, 
3. Cycle the robot, between the workspace origin and the test position, for 3 hours, 
4. Command the robot to move to the test position 20 times. 
5. Measure the position of the robot using a dial gauge. 
To simplify experimental setup and testing, the robot was moved to minimum Z-axis 
position, fully extended in the R-axis direction, and then commanded to move cyclically, in 
the T-axis direction only, between home position and a test point. The test point selected was 
with the robot at minimum Z-axis position, fully extended in the R-axis direction, and rotated 
to the 90-degree T-axis position. Minimum Z-axis position was selected to minimize distance 
between the sensor and the end effector, at the given test point. The fully-extended R-axis 
position was chosen to increase the potential for position errors, since, for the given robot, 
position accuracy decreases with distance from the workspace origin (Seiko, 1986). The 90-
degree T-axis position was chosen so that the sensor could be mounted on the same table as 
the robot, to minimize potential sensor measurement errors due to robot vibrations. 
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Table 2: Robot position dial gauge measurements for Experiment 1 
Step Before Cycling (inches) After Cycling (inches) 
0 0.501 -
1 0.503 0.501 
2 0.503 0.502 
3 0.502 0.501 
4 0.503 0.501 
5 0.503 0.501 
6 0.503 0.501 
7 0.502 0.502 
8 0.503 0.503 
9 0.502 0.501 
10 0.502 0.502 
11 0.502 0.502 
12 0.503 0.502 
13 0.502 0.502 
14 0.503 0.501 
15 0.502 0.502 
16 0.503 0.501 
17 0.503 0.502 
18 0.502 0.501 
19 0.502 0.501 
20 0.502 0.502 
Table 2 shows robot position dial gauge measurements taken at the test position before 
and after cycling the robot for 3 hours. Step 0, in Table 2, indicates the initial position to 
which the dial gauge was set, with the robot resting at the correct test position. 
A one-way analysis of variance between the two groups of data shows that there is 
evidence of a statistically significant difference between the two group means (a = 0.05, p-
value < 0.001). The mean for the Before Cycling group is 0.50243 inches (with a 95% 
confidence interval of 0.50216 - 0.50270 inches), and the mean for the After Cycling group 
is 0.501550 inches (with a 95% confidence interval of 0.50127 - 0.50183 inches). The 
difference between the two means is 0.00088 inches. With 95% confidence, a reasonable 
value for the difference between means lies between 0.00050 and 0.00126 inches. For the 
given robot, a reasonable value for the difference between robot position means, before and 
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after 3 hours of cycling, lies between 0.00050 and 0.00126 inches. Experiment 1 results 
indicate that: 
1. The robot appears to meet Seiko's published repeatability specification (0.025 mm or 
0.001 inch), for measurements taken at a single time instance (before cycling or after 
cycling). 
2. The dial gauge can be used to measure robot position precisely, (within 
approximately the robot repeatability specification). 
3. There is evidence that the robot may drift slightly with extended cycling (3 hours). 
The upper limit of the 95% confidence interval for the difference between before 
cycling and after cycling means (0.00126 inches) is greater that the robot repeatability 
specification (0.001 inch), indicating that, with 95% confidence, a drift of 0.00026 
inches beyond the robot repeatability specification could occur. As a result, an online 
method for detecting position errors might be useful for the given robot. 
Since the time needed to induce a position error by cycling was relatively long, and since 
the magnitude of the error measured for Experiment 1 was relatively small compared to the 
robot repeatability specification, for Experiments 2-5, robot position errors were simulated 
by commanding the robot to move to positions slightly away from the test position. 
Experiment 2 
The objective of Experiment 2 was to: 
1. Experimentally verify that the dial gauge could accurately detect single-axis robot 
position errors, for the given robot. 
The method used to experimentally verify that the dial gauge could accurately detect single-
axis position errors consisted of two steps: 
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1. Command the robot to move to the test position +/- 0.03 T-axis degrees, in 0.003 
degree increments (the robot's T-axis accuracy specification is 0.003 degrees, which 
corresponds to 0.001 inches at the given test position). 
2. Measure the position of the robot using the dial gauge. 
Table 3 shows the 21 positions about the test point to which the Seiko D-TRAN RT-2000 
robot was commanded to move (values in millimeters), as well as the corresponding dial 
gauge measurements (in inches). Note that the robot takes position commands as (x, y, z) 
Cartesian coordinate values, with (x, y, z) values in millimeters. 
Table 3: Robot position dial gauge measurements for Experiment 2 
Position X Y Dial Gauge 
(degrees) (mm) (mm) (inches) 
1 -89.970 0.313 -597.056 0.488 
2 -89.973 0.281 -597.056 0.490 
3 -89.976 0.250 -597.056 0.492 
4 -89.979 0.219 -597.056 0.492 
5 -89.982 0.188 -597.056 0.494 
6 -89.985 0.156 -597.056 0.495 
7 -89.988 0.125 -597.056 0.497 
8 -89.991 0.094 -597.056 0.499 
9 -89.994 0.063 -597.056 0.500 
10 -89.997 0.031 -597.056 0.501 
11 -90.000 0.000 -597.056 0.502 
12 -90.003 -0.031 -597.056 0.504 
13 -90.006 -0.063 -597.056 0.506 
14 -90.009 -0.094 -597.056 0.507 
15 -90.012 -0.123 -597.056 0.508 
16 -90.015 -0.156 -597.056 0.509 
17 -90.018 -0.188 -597.056 0.511 
18 -90.021 -0.219 -597.056 0.513 
19 -90.024 -0.250 -597.055 0.514 
20 -90.027 -0.281 -597.055 0.515 
21 -90.030 -0.313 -597.055 0.516 
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Figure 5: Dial gauge measurements (inches) vs. robot T-axis position (degrees) 
An analysis of variance shows evidence of a statistically significant relationship between dial 
gauge measurements and degree values (a = 0.05, p-value < 0.0001). Equation 1 gives the 
equation of the least squares line shown in Figure 5: 
Predicted dial gauge value = -41.69 - 0.4688 * Robot position (1) 
The model explains 99.74% of the variability in dial gauge measurements. Random 
measurement errors or other unexplained factors account for only a small amount of the 
observed variability in the data. 
Experiment 2 results indicate that: 
1. The Seiko D-TRAN RT-2000 robot appears to meet the published T-axis resolution 
specification (0.003 degrees). In other words, the robot can be accurately commanded 
to positions that differ by as little as 0.003 degrees. 
2. The dial gauge can be used to detect given robot position errors to approximately the 
T-axis resolution specification. 
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Based upon Experiment 2 results, the given experimental setup was used for the remaining 
planned experiments. 
Experiment 3 
The objectives of Experiment 3 were to: 
1. Develop a measure from sensor signal samples for determining robot position, 
2. Determine how well the sensor signal measure represents robot position, and 
3. Establish a mean signal to represent the robot moving to the correct test position. 
The method used to experimentally achieve Experiment 3 objectives consisted of six steps: 
1. Cycle the robot 20 times between home position and the nominal test position. 
2. Measure robot position with the dial gauge. 
3. Measure the sensor signal as the robot moves between home and the nominal test 
position. Sample the sensor signal at 0.1 msec intervals. 
4. Average the values of the 20 sensor signals at each sampling time step to find the 
mean sensor signal value at each sampling time step. 
5. Compute a root sum of squares error measure for each of the 20 sensor signals by 
summing squared error for each time sample with respect to the mean sensor signal 
value at each sampling time sample. 
6. Compare standard deviation of the root sum of squares error measure for the 20 
sensor signals to standard deviation of the 20 dial gauge readings. 
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Figure 6: Calibration signals and calibration mean 
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Figure 7: Expanded view of Figure 6 near 2.5 seconds 
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Figure 6 shows three representative sensor calibration signals, c, and the mean calibration 
signal cm. Figure 7 shows an expanded view of Figure 6 in the region near 2.5 seconds. The 
signals in Figures 6 and 7 were filtered, in Matlab, to remove any DC bias. The mean value 
of each signal was computed and subtracted from each of the signal's sample values. 
A frequency spectrum computed for calibration signal c10 shows that the sensor output 
signals for robot motion between home position and the test position are band limited to 
frequencies less than approximately 25 Hz. Therefore, the sampling period (0.1 msec) was 
more than adequate for accurately capturing signal content without aliasing. 
To meet Experiment 3 objectives, each of the 20 filtered calibration signals were 
represented as an array of real numbers 
c,(fz), ; = 20; % = !---40000 (2) 
The mean value of all 20 signals at any given sample time step was calculated 
1 20 
^ 2=1 
As a measure of individual signal variation with respect to the mean of all 20 signals, a root 
sum of squares error measure was computed for the 10,001 samples between 2.5 and 3.5 
seconds 
I 35000 
=, z k w - wr 0) 
V «=25000 
The 10,001 samples between 2.5 and 3.5 seconds were used, rather than all 40,000 samples, 
to reduce computation time and to improve signal-to-noise ratio. Table 4 shows the 20 RSScj 
measurements and the 20 corresponding dial gauge measurements taken for Experiment 3. 
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Table 4: Error measures for calibration signals 
Signal Dial Gauge (inches) 
Cl 11.2241 0.500 
c2 3.2244 0.499 
C3 2.7502 0.500 
c4 3.2171 0.500 
Cs 2.9028 0.500 
c6 2.3334 0.500 
c7 1.9100 0.500 
Cg 1.3153 0.501 
Cg 1.9060 0.500 
Cio 2.4277 0.500 
Cn 2.1314 0.500 
Cl2 1.9294 0.500 
Cl3 2.1702 0.501 
Cl4 2.5620 0.500 
Cl5 2.5384 0.500 
Cl6 3.0110 0.501 
Cl7 2.9737 0.501 
Cl8 3.3289 0.500 
Cl9 2.7221 0.500 
C20 2.9593 0.500 
An analysis of variance indicates that there is no statistically significant relationship 
between RSScj and dial gauge measurements (a = 0.05, p-value = 0.5462). The analysis of 
variance indicates that, with 95% confidence, variation in both measures is probably due to 
random measurement error. Mean for the 20 RSScj is 2.98, and standard deviation for the 20 
RSSct is 2.01. Mean for the 20 dial gauge measurement is 0.50015, and standard deviation 
for the 20 dial gauge measurements is 0.00049. 
Experiment 3 results indicate that: 
1. The RSScj measure, for the 20 calibration signals, appears to be relatively repeatable. 
2. If the sample of 20 calibration signals accurately represents the population of all 
sensor signals produced by the robot moving to the given test position, the RSScj 
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measure developed may be usable for detecting robot position errors, using statistical 
X control chart techniques. 
For the RSScj measure to be useable as an X chart quality measure, when errors occur, 
individual RSS measures, on average, must lie at least three standard deviations from the 
mean for the 20 calibration signals (9.01 or larger) (Besterfield, 2001). On average, there 
appears to be a significant difference between the X chart error detection threshold and the 
RSScj measure, for most of the calibration signals. 
Experiment 4 
The objectives of Experiment 4 were to: 
1. Determine the feasibility of using sensor signals to detect robot position errors, and 
2. Experimentally establish a relationship between position errors and sensor signals. 
The method used to achieve Experiment 4 objectives consisted of three steps: 
1. Command the robot to move from the home position +/- 0.03 T-axis degrees to the 
test position +/- 0.03 T-axis degrees, in 0.003 degree increments (the robot's T-axis 
accuracy specification is 0.003 degrees). 
2. Measure the position of the robot using a dial gauge. 
3. Simultaneously measure the signal (e;) generated by the sensor. 
The robot was commanded to move from offset positions about the home position to offset 
positions about the test position to simulate position errors that would occur due to collisions 
with the workpiece or other objects in the workplace environment, encoder errors, or servo 
drift. 
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Data collected from Experiment 3 and Experiment 4 was analyzed using statistical 
methods to establish a relationship between position errors and sensor signals. The resulting 
relationship was then used to detect or predict on-line robot position errors (Experiment 5). 
The robot was commanded to move incrementally to 21 positions about, and including, 
the test position. For Experiment 4, due to the time required to collect and process collected 
data by hand, a single replication of the experiment was conducted. However, to determine 
the repeatability of Experiment 4 measurements, for Experiment 5, the robot was 
commanded to move to the same 21 positions, but in random, rather than incremental, order. 
Figure 8 shows three representative sensor error signals, e, and the mean calibration 
signal cm. Figure 9 shows an expanded view of Figure 8 in the region near 2.5 seconds. Table 
5 shows the 21 positions from which the robot was commanded to move, the 21 positions to 
which the robot was commanded to move, and the corresponding final robot workspace in­
coordinate values to which the robot was commanded to move. The final robot workspace y-
coordinate values were the same for all 21 positions to which the robot was commanded to 
move (-597.056 mm). Table 5 also shows the 21 resulting RSSej measurements and the 21 
corresponding dial gauge measurements for Experiment 4. Figure 10 shows the 21 RSSej 
measurements plotted as a function of the 21 corresponding final robot workspace in­
coordinate values to which the robot was commanded to move. Figure 10 also shows the 
RSSej error detection limit established in Experiment 3 (9.01). RSSej measurements were 
calculated using the procedure described for Experiment 3 : 
35000 
«=25000 
(5) 
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Table 5: RSSej and dial gauge measurements for Experiment 4 
Signal From (degrees) 
To 
(degrees) 
x-coordinate 
(mm) 
Dial Gauge 
(inches) 
6l 0.030 -89.970 0.313 24.1117 0.487 
e2 0.027 -89.973 0.281 24.0249 0.489 
e3 0.024 -89.976 0.250 23.7619 0.489 
e4 0.021 -89.979 0.219 23.5060 0.491 
e5 0.018 -89.982 0.188 22.8818 0.493 
e6 0.015 -89.985 0.156 21.1411 0.494 
e7 0.012 -89.988 0.125 20.9980 0.496 
eg 0.009 -89.991 0.094 20.6291 0.497 
e9 0.006 -89.994 0.063 21.6124 0.498 
Gin 0.003 -89.997 0.031 21.0818 0.500 
eii 0.000 -90.000 0.000 5.6112 0.501 
612 -0.003 -90.003 -0.031 20.9378 0.503 
613 -0.006 -90.006 -0.063 19.1932 0.504 
Cl4 -0.009 -90.009 -0.094 20.5077 0.506 
6l5 -0.012 -90.012 -0.123 17.2669 0.507 
616 -0.015 -90.015 -0.156 17.1234 0.508 
617 -0.018 -90.018 -0.188 16.9160 0.509 
618 -0.021 -90.021 -0.219 16.6139 0.511 
e19 -0.024 -90.024 -0.250 16.0514 0.512 
2^0 -0.027 -90.027 -0.281 15.0220 0.514 
621 -0.030 -90.030 -0.313 13.9787 0.516 
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Figure 10: RSSej vs. robot workspace x-coordinate values 
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Figure 11 : RSSej vs. robot workspace x-coordinate values for position errors 
Figure 9 shows that sensor signals for both positive and negative final robot workspace x-
coordinate values lag the calibration mean cm, whereas en, the signal generated when the 
robot moves without offset from the home and test positions, closely matches the calibration 
mean. Both positive and negative final robot workspace x-coordinate values may lead to 
signals that lag the calibration mean because the generated sensor signals depend on both the 
distance between the sensor and the moving robot arm and the velocity of the moving robot 
Figure 10 shows that the RSSej measures calculated for any of the offset robot motions 
exceed the single-point error limit established in Experiment 3. The method detects any 
induced robot position errors, to the repeatability specification of the robot. In addition, by 
excluding the point in Figure 10 corresponding to en, the non-error condition signal, an 
analysis of variance shows evidence of a statistically significant relationship between RSSef 
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measurements and commanded final x-coordinate values (a = 0.05, p-value < 0.0001). 
Equation 6 gives the equation of the least squares line shown in Figure 11 : 
PredictedRSSej = 19.87 + 15.31 * x-coordinate (6) 
The model explains 93.21% of the variability in RSSej measurements, excluding the point in 
Figure 11 corresponding to en, the non-error condition signal. Random measurement errors 
or other unexplained factors account for only a small amount of the observed variability in 
the data. 
Experiment 4 results indicate that: 
1. Sensor signals can be used to detect single-axis robot position errors at robot 
repeatability levels. 
2. There is evidence of a statistically significant relationship between the error measure 
developed and actual robot position error. The relationship might allow not only 
detecting robot position errors, but also determining the directions and magnitudes of 
errors. 
In future studies, the proposed method can be improved by fully automating the data 
collection and analysis process, repeating the Experiment 3 process, and replicating the 
Experiment 4 process to help reduce the effects of unexplained variability on the linear error 
prediction model. 
Experiment 5 
The objective of Experiment 5 was to: 
1. Test the robot position error detection model developed in Experiment 4. 
The method used to test the error detection model consisted of six steps: 
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1. Command the robot to move from the home position +/- 0.03 T-axis degrees to the 
test position +/- 0.03 T-axis degrees, in 0.003 degree increments, and in random 
order. 
2. For each move, measure the position of the robot using a dial gauge. 
3. Simultaneously measure the signal (r,) generated by the sensor. 
4. Calculate the error detection measure (RSSrf ) for the given sensor signal. 
5. For each output signal, use the developed error detection model to predict whether or 
not the robot was in an error condition. 
6. Compare error detection model predictions to actual robot positions to determine the 
system's capability for detecting position errors. 
Table 6 shows the 21 positions from which the robot was commanded to move, the 21 
positions to which the robot was commanded to move, and the corresponding final robot 
workspace x-coordinate values to which the robot was commanded to move. The final robot 
workspace ^ -coordinate values were the same for all 21 positions to which the robot was 
commanded to move (-597.056 mm). Table 6 also shows the 21 resulting RSSrt 
measurements and the 21 corresponding dial gauge measurements. Note that the 21 RSSrt 
measurements for Experiment 5 are all roughly 2 units greater than the 21 RSSej 
measurements from Experiment 4. The difference could be caused by robot position 
repeatability, which should be accounted for in the RSScj standard deviation measure (2.01 
units), or by removing DC bias from the measured signals by subtracting the average value of 
the signals. For the first case, replicating both Experiments 4 and 5 could improve 
performance. For the second case, using a more accurate method for removing the DC bias 
from the sensor signal could improve performance. 
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Figure 12 shows the 21 RSSrt measurements plotted as a function of the 21 
corresponding final robot workspace x-coordinate values to which the robot was commanded 
to move. Figure 12 also shows the RSSej error detection limit established in Experiment 3 
(9.01). RSSrt measurements were calculated using the procedure described for Experiment 3: 
I 35000 
= J  Z k W - C m W r  ( ? )  
V «=25000 
Table 6: RSSrf and dial gauge measurements for Experiment 5 
Signal From (degrees) 
To 
(degrees) 
x-coordinate 
(mm) 
Dial Gauge 
(inches) 
ri -0.030 -90.030 -0.313 15.5917 0.515 
r2 0.000 -90.000 0.000 6.9508 0.502 
r3 -0.027 -90.027 -0.281 15.8215 0.514 
r4 -0.015 -90.015 -0.156 19.4724 0 508 
r5 -0.024 -90.024 -0.250 16.5845 0.513 
r6 0.018 -89.982 0 188 25.6551 0493 
r7 0.021 -89.979 0.219 25.6022 0.491 
r8 0.027 -89.973 0 281 26.9904 0489 
r9 -0.021 -90.021 -0.219 18.4504 0.511 
rio -0.018 -90.018 -0.188 18.2697 0.510 
rn 0006 -89.994 0 063 22.2440 0498 
ri2 0.012 -89.988 0.125 23.5641 0496 
ris 0.030 -89.970 0.313 27.1052 0488 
ri4 0.024 -89.976 0.250 25.5870 0.491 
r15 -0.003 -90.003 -0.031 22.8124 0.504 
rie 0009 -89.991 0.094 23.5282 0498 
rn -0.009 -90.009 -0.094 20.8457 0 506 
rig -0.012 -90.012 -0.123 20.3149 0 506 
rig -0.006 -90.006 -0.063 22.2316 0.504 
r20 0.015 -89.985 0.156 24.6732 0.494 
r2i 0.003 -89.997 0.031 23.0340 0.501 
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Figure 12: RSSri vs. robot workspace x-coordinate values 
From Experiment 3 results, the error detection model predicts a robot position error for any 
RSSj'j value greater than 9.01. In addition, from Equation 6, 
RSSrf =19.87 +15.31 * x - coordinate (8) 
Therefore, the x-coordinate of the final robot position can be predicted: 
Predicted x - coordinate = ^ = -1.298 + 0.0653 * RSSr (9) 
15.31 
Finally, from the x-coordinate prediction, the direction and magnitude of the single-axis robot 
position error can also be predicted. Negative x-coordinate values indicate that the robot 
moved past the desired position; positive x-coordinate values indicate that the robot did not 
reach the desired position (with respect to the home position). The difference between the 
predicted and desired x-coordinate indicates the magnitude of the position error. For 
Experiment 5, the desired x-coordinate is always zero. Therefore, the value of the predicted 
x-coordinate indicates the magnitude of the position error. 
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Table 7 shows commanded (actual) and predicted x-coordinate values for Experiment 5. 
Table 7 also shows actual errors and predicted errors, whether or not the direction (sign) of 
the predicted error is correct, and the difference between the predicted error magnitude and 
the actual (induced) error magnitude (errors due to the prediction model). 
Experiment 5 results show that: 
1. The robot position error detection model developed in Experiment 4 predicts 
Experiment 5 errors with 100% accuracy, error direction with 81% accuracy, and 
error magnitude to within 0.223 mm. 
Table 7: Predicted vs. actual errors 
Signal 
Actual 
x-coordinate 
(mm) 
Predicted 
x-coordinate 
(mm) 
Actual 
Error 
Predicted 
Error 
Sign 
Correct 
Model 
Error 
(mm) 
ri -0.313 -0.2794 Yes Yes Yes 0.034 
r2 0.000 0.0000 No No Yes 0.000 
r3 -0.281 -0.2644 Yes Yes Yes 0.017 
r4 -0.156 -0.0260 Yes Yes Yes 0.130 
r5 -0.250 -0.2146 Yes Yes Yes 0.035 
r6 0.188 0.3779 Yes Yes Yes 0.190 
r7 0.219 0.3744 Yes Yes Yes 0.155 
r8 0.281 0.4651 Yes Yes Yes 0.184 
r9 -0.219 -0.0927 Yes Yes Yes 0.126 
rio -0.188 -0.1045 Yes Yes Yes 0.084 
Til 0.063 0.1551 Yes Yes Yes 0.092 
ri2 0.125 0.2413 Yes Yes Yes 0.116 
ris 0.313 0.4726 Yes Yes Yes 0.160 
ri4 0.250 0.3734 Yes Yes Yes 0.123 
ris -0.031 0.1922 Yes Yes No 0.223 
rie 0.094 0.2389 Yes Yes Yes 0.145 
rn -0.094 0.0637 Yes Yes No 0.158 
rig -0.123 0.0291 Yes Yes No 0.152 
ris -0.063 0.1543 Yes Yes No 0.217 
r^0 0.156 0.3137 Yes Yes Yes 0.158 
r2i 0.031 0.2067 Yes Yes Yes 0.176 
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Experiment 5 results indicate that the method developed can reliably identify robot 
position errors at robot repeatability levels. The method can also, to some degree, identify the 
direction of an error relative to the desired (commanded) position and the magnitude of the 
error. The error measure developed can identify the magnitude of a position error to 
approximately 0.223 mm, while a dial gauge can identify the magnitude of a position error to 
approximately 0.025 mm. 
In future studies, in addition to improvements recommended in Experiment 4 results, the 
proposed method can be improved by using standard X control chart techniques, including 
subgroup sampling and averaging. Using standard X control chart techniques could reduce 
random variation between prediction model and in-process measurements and, thereby, 
improve the accuracy and reliability of all three aspects of error detection and identification 
(error detection, error direction, and error magnitude). 
Conclusions 
The investigators developed an on-line non-contact method for detecting industrial robot 
position errors. The method uses a low-cost sensor to detect single-axis position errors. The 
sensor, composed of a low-cost microwave Doppler radar detector and a low-pass filter, 
converts robot motion into electronic signals, which are A/D converted and processed using a 
computer. Computer processing reduces captured signals into root sum of squares error 
measures, with respect to a mean calibration signal. Root sum of squares error measures are 
compared to a threshold value that indicates, statistically, a 99.7% probability that a position 
error has occurred. The threshold value can be adjusted to meet different application needs. 
For the prototype constructed, and the experiments run, the sensor detected position errors 
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with 100% accuracy, error direction with 81% accuracy, and error magnitude to within 0.223 
mm. 
The proposed method offers a low-cost non-contact means for detecting on-line, in-
process robot position errors. Accurate in-process robot position error detection indicates the 
need for corrective action: homing, recalibration, or repair. The proposed method offers 
advantages over other possible methods. The sensor developed uses a microwave Doppler 
radar detector, which is generally less expensive and/or more reliable in industrial 
environments than optical sensors, such as laser tracking systems or cameras. The proposed 
method is generally more practical for in-process error detection than contact devices, such 
as cable systems, trigger probes, or dial gauges. The proposed method may eliminate the 
need for regularly scheduled robot homing or recalibration, thus improving productivity. At 
the same time, the proposed method identifies error conditions when they exist, reducing 
scrap, which also lowers costs and improves productivity. 
Future proposed enhancements include: 
1. Improving sensor design, 
2. Improving sensor placement, 
3. Detecting multi-axis position errors by choosing different sensor placement strategies 
or by using multiple sensors at a given position, 
4. Fully automating the data collection and analysis process, 
5. Using control chart techniques to improve error detection capabilities, particularly 
error direction and error magnitude prediction capabilities, and 
6. Considering different methods for removing DC bias from sensor signals. 
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CHAPTER 5. GENERAL CONCLUSION 
General Discussion 
Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, manufacturers worldwide have used 
automation to improve productivity, gain market share, and meet growing or changing 
consumer demand for manufactured products (Fraser, 1994). One way to stimulate further 
industrial productivity is to develop more advanced automation technologies, which can 
handle more complex manufacturing tasks. To go beyond the current state of the art in 
manufacturing automation requires "smart" part handling systems, automated assembly 
machines, CNC machine tools, and industrial robots that use new sensor technologies, 
advanced control systems, and intelligent decision-making algorithms to "see," "hear," 
"feel," and "think" at the levels needed to handle complex manufacturing tasks without 
human intervention. 
Active research efforts worldwide focus on developing the "smart" machines needed. 
However, to date, commercially viable automated non-contact methods for detecting tool 
wear on a CNC lathe or for detecting industrial robot position errors have not been found. 
Therefore, the investigator's dissertation considers three research hypotheses: 
1. A microwave Doppler radar detector can be used to detect acoustic emission caused 
by metal-to-metal contact. 
2. A microwave Doppler radar detector can be used to detect tool wear on a CNC lathe. 
3. A microwave Doppler radar detector can be used to detect on-line industrial robot 
position errors. 
Chapters 2 - 4 of the dissertation present the results of experiments conducted to support the 
three research hypotheses. 
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Chapter 2 describes a sensor, composed of a microwave Doppler radar motion detector 
and an electronic filter, that was developed for detecting acoustic emission (in the 1 - 5 kHz 
frequency range) and two experiments that were conducted to support the research 
hypothesis that a microwave Doppler radar detector can be used to detect acoustic emission 
caused by metal-to-metal contact. 
In Experiment 1, a CNC tool insert was tapped against the bottom surface of a test 
specimen (a cylindrical piece of aluminum stock) to induce acoustic emission events in the 
test specimen. The test specimen was held at three different distances from the sensor (0.5, 
1.0, and 1.5 feet), and the resulting sensor signal was recorded. An accelerometer was 
attached to the top surface of the test specimen (the surface opposite from the tapped 
surface), and the accelerometer signal was also recorded. The basic experiment was repeated 
5 times at each of the three distances, for a total of 15 experimental trials. 
Experiment 1 results show that, apparently, both the microwave radar sensor and the 
accelerometer detect acoustic emission events generated by tapping a CNC machine tool 
insert against an aluminum test specimen. At a distance of (0.5 feet), output signal level from 
the microwave Doppler radar sensor was roughly 3 times that of the accelerometer sensor. 
However, statistical analysis of the data from all 15 Experiment 1 trials showed that the 
microwave Doppler radar sensor output varied with distance from the tapped test specimen. 
The results show that the microwave Doppler radar sensor could possibly be used to detect 
acoustic emission events in machine tool-monitoring applications, at sensor distances up to 
approximately 1.5 feet. 
For Experiment 2, the same test setup and experiment design was used. However, for 
Experiment 2, a pencil lead was broken against the bottom surface of the test specimen to 
create an acoustic emission event. Several prior AE research studies have used pencil lead 
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break tests (Spedding, 1996; Schoess & Zook, 1999; Brown, Reuben, Neill, & Steel, 1999). 
As a result, in 1998, the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) established a 
standard method (E 976-94) for conducting pencil lead break tests for acoustic emission 
sensors (ASTM, 1998). For Experiment 2, the ASTM method was used, except a mechanical 
pencil with a 0.7 mm lead, rather than a 0.5 mm lead, was used, to increase sensor output 
signal levels. 
Experiment 2 results showed that the two sensors, apparently, both detect acoustic 
emission events generated by breaking a 0.7 mm pencil lead on an aluminum test specimen. 
Statistical analysis of Experiment 2 data showed, again, that the microwave Doppler radar 
sensor output varies with distance from the tapped test specimen. However, the results show 
that the given microwave Doppler radar sensor could possibly be used to detect acoustic 
emission events in a wide variety of applications, at sensor distances up to approximately 1.5 
feet. 
As a non-contact sensor, the microwave radar sensor offers an attractive alternative to 
piezoelectric, piezoceramic, or capacitive sensors, for applications in which contact acoustic 
emission sensors are not practical or desirable. As a low-cost (~ $20 US), non-contact sensor 
with a relatively large and wide detection distance range, the microwave sensor also offers an 
attractive alternative to laser interferometry, for applications in which a non-contact acoustic 
emission sensor is needed. 
Chapter 3 describes a study that was conducted to support the research hypothesis that a 
microwave Doppler radar detector can be used to detect tool wear on a CNC lathe. The 
sensor described in Chapter 2 was placed in a protective plastic box, and the box was placed 
under the cutting tool - workpiece contact area of a Clausing/Colchester Storm A50 CNC 
lathe. Distance from the center axis of the cylindrical workpiece to the sensor was 
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approximately 14.61 cm (5.75 inches). Eighteen cuts were conducted on an aluminum 
workpiece, using both a worn and a new cutting tool, and various cutting parameters. In 
addition, nine noise signal samples were taken while the workpiece was rotating without 
being cut. The worn tools were taken from a local manufacturer's machine shop, following 
their normal tool replacement procedure. The output signal from the microwave radar sensor, 
for each cutting condition, was recorded and analyzed using statistical techniques. 
Analysis of the data provides evidence of significant relationships between sensor output 
signal characteristics (such as average amplitude, maximum amplitude, and total power) and 
whether or not cutting is taking place. Analysis of the data also provides evidence of 
significant relationships between sensor output signal characteristics (such as average 
amplitude, maximum amplitude, and total power) and whether a worn tool or new tool was 
used for cutting. 
The experimental results indicate that a Doppler radar detector, combined with an 
appropriate band-pass filter, can be used to detect tool wear on a CNC lathe. The investigator 
has not yet conclusively determined the reason that the Doppler radar detector responds to 
metal-cutting operations. However, the investigator believes that the sensor responds to 
metal-to-metal contact noise generated during the cutting process. The investigator has 
conducted simple experiments to show that the sensor responds when two pieces of metal are 
struck against each other, outside the CNC lathe cutting environment. Two pieces of metal, 
when struck against each other, apparently send acoustic waves through not only the 
surrounding air, but also through the two pieces of metal. The Doppler radar detector may 
sense acoustic waves traveling in the metal material. 
The new method could replace or augment other proposed methods for in-process tool 
wear detection and, thus, help bring automated tool wear monitoring systems to the level of 
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performance needed for practical use in industry. In particular, the proposed method offers a 
low-cost non-contact means for monitoring tool wear. With an in-process tool wear 
monitoring system, worn cutting tools could be detected and replaced, without stopping 
production processes needlessly. 
Chapter 4 describes a study that was conducted to support the research hypothesis that a 
microwave Doppler radar detector can be used to detect on-line industrial robot position 
errors. The method uses a sensor, composed of a low-cost Doppler radar motion detector unit 
and a low-pass filter, to detect robot motion near a critical robot work position. Signals from 
the radar detector unit are recorded as a time series, and statistical quality control methods 
indicate when robot position drift or other process faults occur. 
A Seiko D-TRAN RT-2000 robot was used for testing. After homing, the robot was 
commanded to move from home position to a test point in the robot workspace coordinate 
system. A dial gauge was used to accurately measure relative robot positions around the 
given test position. Five experiments were conducted to develop and test the proposed 
method for detecting on-line robot position errors. 
Experiment 1 results indicate that the robot used for testing met the manufacturer's 
published repeatability specification (0.025 mm or 0.001 inch), that a dial gauge could be 
used to measure robot position to approximately the robot repeatability specification, and that 
the robot might drift only slightly with extended cycling (3 hours). Consequently, 
Experiment 1 results also indicate that the robot could be used for the designed study, but 
that position errors would need to be induced for subsequent experiments. 
Experiment 2 results indicate that the robot used for testing met the manufacturer's 
resolution specification, for the single axis motions studied. In other words, the robot could 
be accurately commanded to positions that differ by as little as 0.003 degrees. Experiment 2 
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results also indicate that the dial gauge used could detect given robot position errors to 
approximately the robot resolution specification. Consequently, Experiment 2 results also 
indicate that the given experimental setup could be used for the remaining planned 
experiments. 
In Experiment 3, a mean signal was found to represent the robot moving to the correct 
test position, and a measure was developed from sensor signal samples for determining robot 
position with respect to the correct test position. The position measure developed uses a root 
sum of squares difference between signal samples, for the robot moving to a position away 
from the correct test position, and mean signal samples, for the robot moving to the correct 
test position, to detect robot motion to positions other than the correct test position. 
Experiment 3 results indicate that, for the given sensor and robot, the mean signal and 
position measure can be used to detect position errors that result in a position measure of 
9.01 units or larger. 
In Experiment 4, feasibility of using sensor signals to detect robot position errors was 
studied and a relationship between position errors and sensor signals was established. The 
robot was commanded to move from offset positions about the home position to offset 
positions about the test position, to simulate position errors that would occur due to collisions 
with the workpiece or other objects in the workplace environment, encoder errors, or servo 
drift. Experiment 4 results indicate that sensor signals can be used to detect single-axis robot 
position errors at robot repeatability levels. Robot position errors, at robot repeatability 
levels, give robot position measures greater than the 9.01 threshold value established in 
Experiment 3. In addition, Experiment 4 results show evidence of a statistically significant 
relationship between the error measure developed and actual robot position error. The 
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relationship might allow not only detecting robot position errors, but also determining the 
directions and magnitudes of errors. 
In Experiment 5, the relationship between position errors and sensor signals established 
in Experiment 4 was used to predict robot position errors for robot motions to positions away 
from the correct test position. Experiment 5 results indicate that the method developed can 
reliably identify robot position errors at robot repeatability levels. The method can also, to 
some degree, identify the direction of an error relative to the desired (commanded) position 
and the magnitude of the error. 
The proposed method offers a low-cost non-contact means for detecting on-line, in-
process robot position errors. Accurate in-process robot position error detection indicates the 
need for corrective action: homing, recalibration, or repair. The proposed method offers 
advantages over other possible methods. The sensor developed uses a microwave Doppler 
radar detector, which is generally less expensive and/or more reliable in industrial 
environments than optical sensors, such as laser tracking systems or cameras. The proposed 
method is generally more practical for in-process error detection than contact devices, such 
as cable systems, trigger probes, or dial gauges. The proposed method may eliminate the 
need for regularly scheduled robot homing or recalibration, thus improving productivity. At 
the same time, the proposed method identifies error conditions when they exist, reducing 
scrap, which also lowers costs and improves productivity. 
Methods developed in the three research studies indicate that microwave Doppler radar 
could be quite useful in automated manufacturing applications. In particular, the methods 
developed may help solve two difficult problems that hinder further progress in automating 
manufacturing processes: 
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1. Automating metal-cutting operations on CNC machine tools by providing a reliable 
non-contact method for detecting tool wear, and 
2. Fully automating robotic manufacturing tasks by providing a reliable low-cost non-
contact method for detecting on-line position errors. 
In addition, the studies offer a general non-contact method for detecting acoustic emission 
that may be useful in many other manufacturing and non-manufacturing areas (e.g., 
monitoring and nondestructively testing structures, materials, manufacturing processes, and 
devices). 
By advancing the state of the art in manufacturing automation, the studies may help 
stimulate future growth in industrial productivity, which also promises to fuel economic 
growth and promote economic stability. The study also benefits the Department of Industrial 
Technology at Iowa State University and the field of Industrial Technology by contributing 
to the ongoing "smart" machine research program within the Department of Industrial 
Technology and by stimulating research into new sensor technologies within the University 
and within the field of Industrial Technology. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
The dissertation studies demonstrate a non-contact method for detecting acoustic 
emission using a microwave Doppler radar detector. In future studies, the investigator plans 
to explore, more fully, fundamental operation of the non-contact AE sensor developed, to 
determine sensor capabilities in higher frequency ranges, and to test sensor capabilities for 
different materials. In addition, the investigator intends to develop a tunable sensor that could 
be used in many different application areas. 
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The dissertation studies demonstrate using the AE sensor as part of a non-contact 
method for detecting worn tools during metal-cutting operations on a CNC lathe. To make 
the method robust enough for industrial use, additional study is needed to develop algorithms 
that can accurately predict tool wear, or when cutting is taking place, for several sequential 
experiments. Prior related research suggests that artificial intelligence techniques (fuzzy logic 
and neural networks), expert systems, multi-sensor systems, and/or signal normalization 
techniques might improve prediction capabilities across multiple experiments (Chen & 
Black, 1997; Chi & Dornfield, 1998; Govekar, Gradisek, & Grabec, 2000; Li, 2002; Quan, 
Zhou, & Luo, 1998; Sick, 2002). Studies need to be conducted to show that the proposed 
method could also be used for other machine tools and materials. 
The proposed tool wear detection method could be improved with better sensor 
placement. During the cutting experiment, the sensor responded to cutting chips bouncing on 
the top cover of the protective plastic box used to house the sensor. To prevent chip noise, 
chips were periodically cleaned from the cover of the plastic box with an air stream. A 
mounting location above the cutting site could eliminate the problem. 
For detecting tool wear, two possible limitations of the AE sensor need to be addressed. 
First, to maintain signal-to-noise ratio and prevent circuit saturation, the gain of the 
electronic filter used to amplify and band limit the sensor signal may need to be set to match 
the response of any particular machine tool setup. Thus, an automatic calibration method is 
needed. Second, the Doppler radar motion detector used responds strongly to motion, 
fluorescent light, and other electrical noise. The Doppler radar motion detector used was 
designed specifically for detecting object motion, rather than the apparent acoustic emission 
due to metal-to-metal contact during metal cutting. To address the second limitation, for the 
given studies, the electronic filter was designed with a narrow frequency pass band and the 
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fluorescent light inside the turning center cabinet was covered with aluminum foil. The 
turning center cabinet provided adequate shielding from room fluorescent light and other 
electrical noise sources. However, a more permanent and effective solution is needed. 
Specifically, further study is needed to develop a microwave Doppler radar detector 
specifically designed to meet the needs of the given application. 
The dissertation studies also demonstrate using a microwave Doppler radar motion 
detector as part of a non-contact online method for detecting industrial robot position errors. 
In future studies, the proposed method can be improved by fully automating the data 
collection and analysis process and replicating measurements taken to create the linear robot 
position error prediction model. The proposed method can also be improved by using 
standard X control chart techniques, including subgroup sampling and averaging, to reduce 
random variation between the prediction model and in-process measurements and, thereby, 
improve the accuracy and reliability of all three aspects of error detection and identification 
(error detection, error direction, and error magnitude). Additional proposed enhancements 
include: 
1. Improving sensor design, 
2. Improving sensor placement, and 
3. Detecting multi-axis position errors by choosing different sensor placement strategies 
or by using multiple sensors at a given position. 
In addition to the specific recommendations for future research given above, microwave 
Doppler radar might be useful in other automated manufacturing applications, as a non-
contact means for detecting object motion or acoustic emission. 
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